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University of Nebraska, 2021 
Advisor: Christine E. Wittich 
Manufactured homes are factory-built homes made of wooden structural 
members, then transported and installed on a given site. Manufactured housing is used in 
many countries, such as in Australia, and in New Zealand but remain mostly popular in 
the United States. In 2020, nearly 22 million people were estimated to live in 
manufactured homes in the United States, with an increase of more than fifty percent in 
the shipment over the past seven years. However, performance observations from the last 
decades have shown the vulnerability of manufactured homes to extreme events, like 
windstorms and earthquakes. Damage assessments and post-event evaluations have 
highlighted that the foundations play an important role in the vulnerability of 
manufactured homes to the lateral forces generated by these events. Manufactured homes 
are typically installed on stacked concrete masonry unit (CMU) blocks that are not 
anchored to the ground. Because the CMU blocks are unanchored and squat, they 
respond in a rigid-body motion under earthquake loads, leading to a permanent 
displacement or overturning of the home. Given that most manufactured homes in the 
United States are not required to anchor their foundations to the ground, there is a need to 
quantify the risk associated with these foundations given future earthquake scenarios. The 
 
 
   
 
present thesis aims to develop seismic fragility functions for typical manufactured homes 
that relate the level of damage sustained by manufactured homes to an earthquake’s 
intensity. To this end, finite element models of a manufactured home accounting for 
various typical foundation configurations, installation techniques, and home geometries 
were modeled using SAP2000. A nonlinear dynamic analysis was then performed for a 
set of earthquake records to predict the home’s response. Fragility curves were then 
generated to correlate the level of damage to the Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) of the 
earthquake. Manufactured homes’ response to earthquake ground motions, is found to be 
particularly sensitive to their dimensions, the material isolating their foundations from the 
soil, and the number of blocks making up the foundations.    
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation 
Manufactured homes, shown in Figure 1.1.(a), were also known as mobile homes 
until the 1970’s and are made of wooden structural members primarily built in factories, 
then transported and installed on a given site. Manufactured homes have been gaining in 
popularity for several decades due to the relative ease and efficiency of the fabrication 
process and their significant affordability compared to typical site-built homes. The 
manufactured housing type can be found worldwide, like in Australia, New Zealand, and 
in few European countries where the transportable classic mobile homes are still in use. 
Nearly 22 million people are estimated to live in manufactured homes in the United 
States. A Manufactured Housing Institute (MHI) survey evaluated an increase of more 
than fifty percent in the number of manufactured homes shipped in the past seven years 
(Manufactured Housing Institute 2021). Figure 1.2 illustrates the evolution of the 
shipment between 2014 and 2020, which highlights that nearly 300,000 homes have been 
constructed within the past three years, and the construction rate is similar for both 
single-wide and multi-section homes. 
Manufactured homes’ vulnerability has been linked to their foundations rather 
than the structure itself, with the most common support system being stacked concrete 
blocks. Unlike the foundations of typical site-built homes, manufactured home 
foundations frequently consist of supporting piers of concrete blocks that are not 
anchored to the ground. During an earthquake, the concrete blocks that comprise a 
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manufactured home’s foundation tend to slide with respect to one another, which may 
lead to the permanent displacement of the home or overturning of the home from its 
foundation entirely. Given that most manufactured homes in the United States are not 
required to anchor their foundations to the ground, there is a need to quantify the risk 
associated with these foundations given future earthquake scenarios. Despite the 
popularity of manufactured homes, observations following earthquakes have 
demonstrated that manufactured houses are significantly more vulnerable to lateral loads 
when compared to traditional site-built homes (e.g., Kensler 1985; Steinbrugge et al. 
1980; Steinbrugge and Roth Jr. 1994). Damage to manufactured houses ranges from 
nonstructural damage to permanent offsets of the house to its foundation and complete 
collapse, as seen in Figure 1.1.(b), leading to structural failure. Consequently, to mitigate 
the hazard-induced lateral loads' effects, federal and state recommendations relative to 
manufactured homes’ foundation systems have emerged during the past decades. 
Nonetheless, these mitigating systems are not yet a requirement in most states, and the 
risk of damage under lateral loads is still a significant concern. 
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Figure 1.1 Manufacture home: (a) After installation on-site; (b) After the 1978 Santa 
Barbara Earthquake. 
 
 
Figure 1.2 Manufactured homes shipment over the period 2014-2020. 
 
1.2 Research Objectives and Scope 
This thesis aims to develop seismic fragility functions for typical manufactured 
homes that relate the level of damage sustained by manufactured homes to an 
earthquake’s intensity. To reach this goal, the first research objective is to develop a 2-D 
finite element model of a manufactured home accounting for various typical foundation 
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configurations, installation techniques, and home geometries. The second objective is to 
perform a nonlinear dynamic analysis of the models to a set of earthquake records to 
predict the home’s response. The third objective is to generate fragility curves for several 
standard damage states of manufactured homes and analyze the impact of various home, 
foundation, and installation variables. 
This thesis is organized to present the relevant background information for the 
study of manufactured homes, followed by the methodology and results associated with 
each of the aforementioned objectives. This is organized within the following chapters as 
follows:  
CHAPTER 2 provides a literature review on manufactured homes and their performance 
to past earthquakes, along with a description of the sliding-based response of the pier’s 
foundations. 
CHAPTER 3 highlights the assumptions made and the procedure used for the 2-D finite 
element modeling and analysis of typical manufactured homes. Specifically, this chapter 
includes a detailed treatment of the nonlinear sliding-based elements representing the 
foundation system, the analysis procedure in SAP2000, and the earthquake records used 
within that analysis. 
CHAPTER 4 presents the methodology for the derivation of the fragility functions, the 
definition of the structural and non-structural damage states, and the final fragility curves 
and analysis.  
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CHAPTER 5 summarizes the conclusions of the thesis and provides suggestions on 
future work related to the study of manufactured homes. 
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CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Overview 
A Manufactured Housing Institute (MHI) report shows that the interest in 
manufactured housing is growing mainly because of its affordability, with 22 million 
people living in mobile homes in 2020 (Manufactured Housing Institute 2020). 
Compared to site-built homes, manufactured homes are installed on relatively weak 
foundations that are not anchored to the ground, thus increasing the home's vulnerability 
to lateral forces generated by natural hazards, such as earthquakes. This chapter begins 
with a background discussion of the typical manufactured home construction. This is 
followed by an overview of the existing literature on the performance of manufactured 
homes to earthquakes, including both post-earthquake reconnaissance observations as 
well as numerical modeling efforts. Then, a detailed discussion on the foundations of 
manufactured homes and their sliding response is included, which is followed by a 
review of the literature focused on the seismic fragility of manufactured homes. The 
chapter concludes with a summary of the current literature and an explanation of the 
scope and contributions of this thesis.  
2.2 Manufactured Home Construction 
Manufactured homes, previously known as mobile homes, are wood-residential 
single-wide or double-wide units assembled in factories before on-site installation. 
Manufactured homes are constructed in accordance with the Manufactured Home 
Construction and Safety Standards, 24 CFR Part 3280 issued and revised in 1994 by the 
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U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). Although state laws and 
wind zones prevail in the design of some elements, typical manufactured homes are 
constructed with the main components described below. 
Steel chassis 
The home is positioned and transported on a chassis made of build-up I-shaped 
steel beams welded together. The final frame is then slightly cambered, to uniformly 
distribute the weight of the home, and act as a shock absorber system during the 
transportation of the unit. Outriggers are also used to maintain the whole perimeter of the 
unit together. For transportation purpose, wheels are attached to the bottom of the steel 
chassis, and a trailer hitch attach the whole assembly to the transporting truck. The 
wheels-chassis-trailer assembly is pictured in Figure 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.1 Steel chassis of a manufactured home during construction (Photo provided by 
C.E. Wittich). 
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Floor and floor joists 
Timber floor joists are assembled and positioned on top of the steel chassis, with a 
typical spacing of 16 in. on center. Floor insulation and barriers are placed between the 
chassis frame and the floor joists before installing the latter. The floor itself is usually a 
plywood flooring placed above the floor joists, as shown in Figure 2.2. 
 
Figure 2.2 Flooring system of a manufactured home: (a) Detail showing the connection of 
the floor joists; (b) After installation of the insulation barriers and plywood flooring (Photo 
provided by C.E. Wittich). 
Exterior and partition walls 
The exterior walls shown in Figure 2.3 consist of plywood sheathing fastened to 
wooden studs that are spaced at 16 inches from center-to-center. The dimension of the 
studs varies depending on the manufacturer, the quality of the unit, the wind zone 
considered and the installation regulations in vigor in the state. The perimeter walls are 
connected to the floor joists through nails and metal straps. Interior partition walls consist 
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of gypsum board and similarly utilize wooden studs which are spaced at 24 inches on 
center. 
 
Figure 2.3 Walls installation in a manufactured home: (a) During construction; (b) Before 
installation of the roof. (Photo provided by C. E. Wittich). 
Roof 
The roof is typically a wood truss with a minimum spacing of 16 in. between the 
framing elements (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 1994). The pitch 
of the roof is shallow and varies between 2/12 and 4/12, but a pitch of 4/12 is more 
suitable for the installation of shingles. The roof is constructed separately from the unit, 
then installed once the partition walls and other interior activities are completed. The 
perimeter walls are connected to the roof through nails and metal straps. The steps related 
to the roof construction and installation are illustrated in Figure 2.4, as well as the walls 
insulation and finishes. 
10 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4 Roof construction and installation: (a) Construction; (b) Installation of the roof 
on the unit; (c) Installation of wall insulation; (d) Completed unit after installation of 
exterior walls and openings. (Photo provided by C.E. Wittich). 
Utility lines, exterior and interior finishes 
Upon construction, the unit is ready to be transported and installed on site. The 
steel chassis is typically left on as part of the floor system, while the wheels and trailer 
hitch are sometimes removed. The interior finishes and utility lines (gas, water, 
electricity) are also installed on-site. A perimeter skirting is generally placed along the 
perimeter of the house to conceal chassis and foundation. Two types of manufactured 
homes are commonly encountered, depending on the number of units. Single-wide home 
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are made of a single unit, and double-width are made of two units linked together in their 
length through a marriage line. Figure 2.5 shows a single-wide unit and a double-width 
unit, after complete installation on-site. 
 
Figure 2.5 Examples of manufactured homes after complete installation: (a) single-wide 
manufactured home and (b) double-width manufactured home (Maison et al. 2021). 
Foundations of manufactured homes 
Unlike site-built homes, manufactured homes are installed on-site and positioned 
on foundations that are not fully anchored to the underlying ground. Sections 3280.305(a) 
and 3280.306(a) of 24 CFR Part 3280, Manufactured Home Construction and Safety 
Standard lists the provisions relative to the structural design and protection of the 
foundation. Per requirement from the Federal Housing Manufactured Housing Consensus 
Committee (2003) single stacked concrete blocks should be installed at column supports, 
in spite of the loading and the span, of the manufactured home. It is also highlighted that 
the horizontal offsets between stacked concrete blocks should be less to ½ in. Section 
6.2.4.1.4 provides recommendations relative to the horizontal displacement in stacked 
12 
 
 
 
concrete block piers, which is limited to ½ in. from bottom to top. Similarly, Section 
6.2.5.1, notifies that the spacing and location of the piers depend on the roof load zone, 
dimensions, and types of the home (Committee 2003). Unlike the consistent construction 
style of manufactured homes, as mandated by the US Department of Housing and Urban 
Development, the design and installation of manufactured home foundations vary quite 
substantially and is often subject to local building and state regulations (Comitee 2003; 
Marshall and Yokel 1995; PATH 2002). Typical manufactured home foundations are 
classified into three categories: 
Engineering Tie-Down System (ETS): Following the 1994 Northridge 
Earthquake, new manufactured homes are required to either have an engineered tie-down 
(ETS) system certified by the State of California Department of Housing and Community 
Development (HCD), or a perimeter wall system to resist the lateral loads induced by 
winds, and earthquakes. Particularly reliable in high wind conditions, ETS are composed 
of heavy-duty steel straps and a ground anchor made of post-tensioned steel rods. ETS 
are generally attached to the beams of the chassis, as pictured in Figure 2.6.(a). In this 
thesis, engineered tie-down systems are referred to as anchorage systems, to be consistent 
with the nomenclature used in installation standard.  
Earthquake-Resistant Bracing Systems (ERBS): They are certified by the 
HCD, but their installation is not a nationwide requirement. An overview of the ERBS 
requirements (Contents 2003; Manufactured Housing Rules 2014; User 2003) concluded 
that ERBS are required for all post-1994 new manufactured house, in the state of 
13 
 
 
 
California, whereas their use is a matter of local jurisdiction in the State of Washington. 
ERBS are steel-braced systems attached to the chassis beams with the purpose of 
“catching” the house, in case it falls from its main support during an earthquake. 
Therefore, they do not support or resist any load. They are mostly recommended for the 
mitigation of lateral load effects. Figure 2.6.(b) illustrates an ERBS after the collapse of 
the supports (Maison and Cobeen 2016). 
 
Figure 2.6 (a) Engineered Tie-Down System, and (b) Earthquake Resistant Bracing System 
(Maison 2019; Maison and Cobeen 2016) 
Gravity piers: Gravity piers are the most encountered foundation for 
manufactured homes in the United States. They vertically support the home by resisting 
gravity loads, but they also provide a resistance to lateral loads in the absence of other 
support systems. This category includes steel piers, precast concrete piers and stacked 
Concrete Masonry Units (CMU) blocks, as illustrated in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7 Gravity piers: (a) double-stacked CMU blocks; (b) precast concrete pier, and (c) 
steel piers. (Maison and Cobeen 2016) 
The CMU gravity piers are the most common gravity piers encountered as 
manufactured homes foundations: they are cheaper than the steel and precast concrete 
piers, and they are also easier to fabricate. The concrete masonry blocks are nominal 8in. 
x 8 in. x 16 in. open cell or solid blocks, with an installation configuration which varies 
between a single CMU block, or two to three stacked CMU blocks. The stacked blocks 
are positioned either on the ground, or between wooden pads, as shown Figure 2.7(a). 
CMU blocks are generally stacked in single block pier, or in double block pier or 
interlocked pier, as in Figure 2.8 (Federal Manufactured Housing Comitee 2003; PATH 
2002). Independently of the type of piers used as foundations, the recommended spacing 
between the piers is 8 ft. maximum, with a maximum spacing of 2 ft. between the first 
pier and the edge of the home, in the longitudinal direction (Federal Manufactured 
Housing Committee 2003; Marshall et al. 1995). 
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Figure 2.8 Typical configuration of CMU piers (PATH 2002) 
2.3 Performance of Manufactured Houses to Earthquakes 
Due to their light weight and efficient installation procedures, manufactured 
homes are particularly vulnerable to winds and earthquakes. In general, the performance 
of manufactured homes to hurricanes has been widely studied (Hebert and Levitan n.d.; 
Keith and Rose 1995; Sutley et al. 2020) compared to earthquake events. Existing 
resources on manufactured housing’s performance to earthquakes are based on surveys 
and field visits. This section attempts to describe and summarize the performance of 
manufactured homes to earthquakes, from 1971 until now, based on existing literature. 
1971 San Fernando Earthquake (Mw=6.6) 
As a result of the 1971 San Fernando Earthquake, two mobile home parks 
containing a combined total of 141 units located near San Fernando sustained heavy 
damage, with all the units falling off their supporting foundations. A mobile home park of 
92 units, which was located 10 miles of the epicenter, indicated that close to 95% of the 
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units were displaced from their support, with nearly a third of the concrete block 
foundations having failed. One fire occurred because of damage to internal home 
contents. Approximately one mile from that mobile home park, increasing damage was 
noted and assumed to be from soil conditions, with 280 units falling from the support , 
with one damaged by fire following rupture of gas line (Steinbrugge et al. 1980; 
Steinbrugge and Roth Jr. 1994). 
1978 Santa Barbara Earthquake (Mw =5.1) 
 Damage from the 1978 Santa Barbara Earthquake was mainly observed in the 
Goleta area and in the city of Santa Barbara (Philbrick and Owen 1979; University of 
California at Santa Barbara n.d.). Philbrick and Owen (1979) reported 254 damaged 
mobile homes over the 1,414 mobile homes of the concerned areas. The encountered 
failure mode of the foundation was characterized by overturning for concrete jacks, and 
bending of the steel jacks’ members, resulting in a sliding of the mobile home. 
At the University of California in Santa Barbara (UCSB), all of the 19 trailers 
similar to the units used for mobile homes, performed relatively better, with only four of 
them moved from their supports for up to 2 in. but without requiring reinstallation of the 
trailers (Philbrick and Owen 1979). The recorded interior damage was light with 
bookshelves and items thrown on the floor, which is consistent with observations from 
Steinbrugge et al. (1980). The authors reported that in comparison to neighboring wood 
frame dwellings, the percentage of losses recorded was five times more in mobile homes. 
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Figure 2.9 depicts the damage sustained by mobile homes during the 1978 Santa Barbara 
Earthquake (1980). 
 
Figure 2.9 Mobile homes after the 1978 Santa Barbara Earthquake (Philbrick and Owen 
1979; Steinbrugge et al. 1980) 
1979 El Centro Earthquake (Mw =6.5) 
Based on loss reports filed by insurance companies, Steinbrugge and Roth Jr. 
(1994) estimated that nearly 67% of the 318 mobile homes located within 4.5 miles of the 
epicenter were damaged. A mobile home park (MHP) with 116 mobile homes recorded 
nearly 69% of damages homes, while more than 80% of mobile homes were damaged in 
two other MHPs both totalizing 202 mobile homes. 
1980 Livermore Earthquake (Mw =5.5) 
A damage report from Steinbrugge et al. (1980) describes that mobile homes 
performed as if they were merchandise on shelves, with more than 60% of the 133 units 
in a mobile home park close to the epicenter thrown off from their supports as shown in 
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Figure 2.10. In locations where low-intensity shaking were recorded, mobile homes had 
no substantial damage. 
  
Figure 2.10 Damaged mobile homes from the 1980 Livermore Earthquake (Steinbrugge et 
al. 1980)  
1984 Morgan Hill Earthquake (Mw =6.2) 
Kensler (1985) reported the aftermath of the Morgan Hill Earthquake on 
manufactured houses. The observed damage varied from partial to complete toppling of 
the steel and concrete piers, and damage to patio covers, and rupture of utility lines. 
Except for one burnt home and the destroyed home’s skirts, most structures did not show 
heavy exterior damage, but interior damage was far more important; Poorly braced water 
heaters came out of their closets, and furniture, bookcases and other contents were 
thrown on the floor (Kensler 1985). 
1989 Loma Prieta Earthquake (Mw =6.7) 
Damage resulting from this event were evaluated in the counties with heavily-
damaged manufactured houses, primarily because these areas enforced local regulations, 
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and HCD regulations with earthquake resistant bracing systems (Dept. of Housing and 
Community Development 1990). Twenty four percent of the 2,434 manufactured houses 
in these areas were reported to need reinstallation in reason of supports’ failures, with 
two homes entirely burned and two other homes damaged beyond repair structurally. The 
distribution of the support sytems encoutered in the surveyed homes, and the number of 
failed supports is provided in Figure 2.11. 
 As highlighted by Figure 2.11, while Earthquake Resistant Bracing Systems 
(ERBS) had a failure rate of null, stacked concrete block performed relatively better at a 
failure rate of 12%, compared to concrete piers and steel piers which recorded a failure 
rate of respectively 43% and 64% (Dept. of Housing and Community Development 
1990). The performance of concrete blocks was coherent with field observations from the 
seismic events of 1983 and 1984 (Kensler 1985; Steinbrugge and Roth Jr. 1994). 
 
Figure 2.11 Distribution of support system’s failure after the Loma Prieta Earthquake 
(Dept. of Housing and Community Development 1990) 
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1994 Northridge Earthquake (Mw = 6.7) 
Damage identical to the ones observed during the 1971 San Fernando Earthquake 
was noticed after the 1994 Northridge Earthquake, mainly caused by homes falling from 
their supports as shown in Figure 2.12 (Todd, D. R., Carino, N. J., Chung, R. M., Lew, 
H. S., Taylor, A. W., & Walton 1994). Cobeen (2018) and Norton et al. (1994) reported 
that 955 homes had shifted from their initial position but remained on their support, while 
nearly 5000 homes had collapsed entirely, from the 9,095 manufactured homes surveyed. 
Reinstallation of the units where required for approximately 5,421 homes. 
 
Figure 2.12 Damage from the 1994 Northridge Earthquake (Todd, D. R., Carino, N. J., 
Chung, R. M., Lew, H. S., Taylor, A. W., & Walton 1994) 
Nearly 175 manufactured homes sustained fire-related damages, with 43% of the 
damage induced by sliding of the structure with respect to the utility lines (Cobeen 2018). 
The sources of fire ignition were again attributed to damaged appliances, damage to the 
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utility lines, and to the proximity between the manufactured houses units (Cobeen 2018; 
Mohammadi et al. 1992; Norton et al. 1994; Todd, D. R., Carino, N. J., Chung, R. M., 
Lew, H. S., Taylor, A. W., & Walton 1994). Figure 2.13 shows an extent of fire-related 
damage resulting from the 1994 event. 
   
Figure 2.13 Manufactured homes damaged by fire in a mobile home park after the 1994 
Northridge Earthquake (Cobeen 2018; Todd, D. R., Carino, N. J., Chung, R. M., Lew, H. S., 
Taylor, A. W., & Walton 1994) 
2014 South Napa Earthquake (Mw = 6.0) 
Comparing the effects of the 2014 South Napa Earthquake to previous 
earthquakes, damage reports denote a decrease of the observed damage after 
implementing the California Department of Housing and Community Development 
(HCD) regulations. These regulations aim to use anchorage systems, such as earthquake-
resistant braced systems (ERBS) and Engineering Tie-Downs Systems (ETS), to resist 
the earthquake laterally induced forces. In the parks where the regulations mentioned 
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above were enforced, five parks totalizing 829 manufactured homes were surveyed, with 
approximately 157 homes being damaged. Among these,21%  were installed with an 
ETS, 27%  had an ERBS, and six manufactured homes burned due to damage to the 
utility lines surveyed (Cobeen 2018; Gillengerten et al. 2015). 
 
Figure 2.14 Collapsed manufactured home, following the 2014 South Napa Earthquake 
(Maison and Cobeen 2016). 
FEMA P-1024 (2015) mentions that most manufactured homes were placed on 
stacked masonry concrete blocks, with a combination of ERBS or ETS, as enforced by 
the HCD regulations, but the performance of ERBS and ETS enforced homes had no real 
improvement on the overall performance. Nonetheless, foundation motion and sliding of 
the supports was noted. Figure 2.15 shows the pure sliding response of the support 
systems. In Figure 2.15.(a) illustrating the sliding extent, the red arrow shows the initial 
position of the wooden board, and the blue arrow shows the new position after sliding. 
One of the homes damaged by fire had slide off its supports and felt on the utility 
hookup. 
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Figure 2.15 Pure sliding response of the support (Gillengerten et al. 2015): (a) Sliding extent 
of the support, relatively to its initial position; (b) Home slid off its support, felt on the 
utility hookup. 
2018 Anchorage Earthquake (Mw =7.1) 
Field surveys of the 2018 Anchorage Earthquake have shown that mobile homes 
performed relatively well during the event: no units needed to be reinstalled, and no 
visible structural damage was observed on the field  (Maison et al. 2021). The 
investigators attributed the overall great performance of mobile homes to the rigorous 
regulations in place in Anchorage, AL, regarding the usage of tie-downs and earthquake-
resistant bracing systems (Maison et al., 2021). The anchorage support system in Figure 
2.16, comprises stacked single masonry blocks with a tie-down engineering system 
anchoring the I-beam chassis girder to the ground; The top wooden board in Figure 
2.16.(b) is displaced in comparison to the bottom boards, likely as a result of sliding. 
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Figure 2.16 Anchorage support systems observed in Anchorage, AL (Maison et al., 2021).  
2019 Searles Valley Earthquake (Mw=7.1) 
In other reports relative to the performance of mobile homes to the 2014 South 
Napa Earthquake and the 2019 Searles Valley Earthquake, the observed damages are 
coherent to the previous conclusions (Maison 2019; Maison and Cobeen 2016). As an 
illustration, after the 2019 Searles Earthquake, approximately 8% of the total surveyed 
homes (600 manufactured homes) collapsed, while less than 1% burnt down, resulting 
from the wide use of the earthquake resisting systems (Maison 2019). On the contrary, 
after the 2014 South Napa Earthquake, observation was that, in addition to most damaged 
homes not having the recommended resisting systems, more damage was observed near 
the fault rupture line (Maison and Cobeen 2016). 
2.4 Numerical modeling of Manufactured Houses 
Manufactured homes are categorized as lightweight wood residential building. 
Unlike typical lightwood-frame structures, manufactured homes have not been widely 
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modeled and analyzed. Consequently, few papers relative to their numerical modeling are 
available. The main documents found for this section concern the numerical modeling of 
manufactured home to both wind and earthquake events as well as more generally to 
lateral loads. 
2.4.1 Jablin (1995) 
In an effort to evaluate the finite element modelling and analysis procedure used 
for manufactured houses, Jablin (1995) suggested to model the connections of a 
manufactured home, such as the floor to undercarriage and the shear wall to floor 
connections for example, using interface elements in the finite element software POLO – 
FINITE, developed in 1978. The results of the interface elements modeling and analysis 
were successfully verified with the data of two structures experimentally tested, 
providing a basis for studying the behavior of manufactured homes under lateral loading 
(Koerner 2000). 
2.4.2 Koerner (2000) 
Koerner (2000) proceeded to perform experimental tests and finite element 
analysis of a single-wide manufactured home with tie-down straps. The lateral load test, 
an airbag testing, consisted of an airbag inflated such that it reproduces a 110 mph wind 
event on the home. Results from the experimental lateral load testing showed that the 
home did not get damaged in opposite to the straps which were broken, implying that the 
vulnerability of a manufactured home is primarily at the foundation level. Based on the 
previous results from Jablin (1995) and using interface elements, a finite element model 
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of the home was developed (Beaudoin 2002). The numerical model was tested with a 
load pressure of 30 psf, and was validated based on the experimental airbag testing 
results. The analysis also highlighted that manufactured home were sensitive to the 
material properties’ variations 
2.4.3 Bafna (2004) 
Using a Finite Element learning tool software (FElt), Bafna (2004) introduced a 
new method for the modeling and linear analysis of a 3D double-wide manufactured 
home, with its foundation support systems. The steel chassis supporting the floor was 
modeled using two longitudinal M12x10 beams with C6x8.2 beams for the outriggers 
and lateral beams. The piers supporting the chassis were modeled as nodal restraints and 
tie-down straps were also modeled using two joints spring elements. The floor, walls and 
certain elements of the roof were modeled using 4-node orthotropic shell elements, while 
the remaining truss members of the roof were modeled through truss elements. In 
addition, the connections between shear wall-to-ceiling, shear wall-to-wall, floor-to-shear 
wall, were modeled using interface elements. A uniform wind load pressure was applied 
to the model, and results was compared to experimental results from an air bag test. 
Although the experimental global displacements were greater, thus indicating a rigid 
body translation, the relative displacement of the model was much smaller and found 
acceptable by the author, in consideration of the modeling assumptions. Overall, the 
proposed method was found to adequately represent the manufactured home’s structural 
behavior. 
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2.4.4 Maison and Cobeen (2016) 
Maison and Cobeen (2016) numerically modeled a standard manufactured home 
as a single-degree of freedom (SDOF) to simulate the behavior of the foundations to the 
2014 South Napa Earthquake acceleration records. The model used was then analyzed 
based on 2D-Analysis principles, and non-linear springs represented the nonlinear 
response of the considered foundations, meaning either sliding-based or rocking-based 
response of foundations. 
2.4.5 Davis (2020) 
Davis (2020) provided a 3D model of a manufactured home in SAP2000 to 
determine the structural demand on typical anchorages straps, based on Manufactured 
Home Construction and Safety Standards (MHCSS) design and wind loads requirements, 
in an effort to assess manufactured homes’ vulnerability to forces generated by extreme 
winds (Davis 2020; Longinow 2004). The author used M10x9 I-beams for the frame 
chassis, with 12x12 in. concrete piers placed longitudinally under the unit, and anchorage 
straps defined as cable resisting tension forces only; Steel and concrete was assumed to 
have common properties, while the wood was assumed as orthotropic (Davis 2020). 
Moreover, to represent the unreinforced masonry foundations typically used, the piers 
were modeled as roller supports. The model was then submitted to a 22.5 psf lateral 
pressure, and a 13.5 psf uplift pressure. Considering different I-beams spacing, pier 
heights and width, the author compared the anchorages force requirements to the results 
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of the SAP2000 analysis, and concluded on the effectiveness of the anchorages’ standard 
design prescriptions. 
2.5 Foundations of manufactured homes: Behavior and Performance 
2.5.1 Foundation behaviors 
Damage observation of manufactured houses to earthquakes has shown that the 
vulnerability of the units is a function of the foundation in place, and its configuration. 
More generally, three main foundations’ responses are noted under lateral forces 
generated by wind and seismic events. These responses are uplift, rocking, and sliding, 
shown in Figure 2.17. 
 
Figure 2.17 Principles of foundation response under wind and seismic loads 
(Diamantopoulos 2017). 
Uplift and Rocking 
Uplift and rocking are common responses of foundations to the lateral forces 
generated from wind. While uplift is caused by the wind passing over the house, thus 
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inducing a lateral force that tends to lift the house up, rocking tends to cause a rotation of 
the unit, by lifting the house off one of its bearing or support corners. The failure mode of 
the foundations by rocking is more frequent for concrete and steel piers. 
Sliding 
The sliding-based response occurs in either the transversal or longitudinal 
direction of the manufactured home. It induces a horizontal movement from the support 
system, relatively to the ground. However, the sliding can lead to the house sliding off its 
supports, if the magnitude or intensity of the event is large enough. The sliding response 
is characteristic of stacked Concrete Masonry Unit (CMU) blocks, which are the more 
usual foundations encountered in manufactured homes. 
Gravity piers, such as CMU blocks, are idealized as free-standing structures, 
behaving like a rigid body under lateral loads. A free-standing structure is a structure 
which supports its own weight, without being supported by any other structure. The 
sliding-based response of manufactured home foundations stacked CMU blocks have not 
been largely studied, compared to that of free-standing structures, and rigid blocks. As a 
result, a review of general sliding behavior is included in this thesis.  
2.5.2 Numerical Modeling of Pier Sliding 
Overturning and sliding are oftentimes considered to be failure modes of the rigid 
blocks, while rocking is not inherently a failure. Damage assessment of past earthquakes 
have indicated that sliding was more likely to happen as primary mode of failure for 
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manufactured home CMU blocks foundations (Diamantopoulos 2017; Waldrip 1976). 
Performing a rigid body static analysis, Waldrip (1976) demonstrated that the wind speed 
which would induce sliding failure of a 12 ft-wide manufactured home was 20% more 
than the wind speed provoking an overturning of the same structure, based on typical 
home geometry and foundations.  
Mostaghel and Tanbakuchi (1983) proceeded to analyze the dynamic response of 
a single-degree of freedom (SDOF) model of a freestanding structure on sliding 
foundations to the 1940 El Centro earthquake and the 1949 Olympia earthquake. Results 
from this study showed that the coefficient of friction of the foundation is impactful on 
the level of acceleration response experienced by the structure, as higher coefficient of 
friction were associated with lower acceleration and displacement responses. The authors 
concluded on the effectiveness of using sliding foundations as seismic base isolators of 
structures (Mostaghel and Tanbakuchi 1983). This study however did not evaluate the 
response of the equipment contained in the modeled structure. Consequently, Lu and 
Yang (Lu and Yang 1997) investigated the response of an equipment mounted on a 
sliding structure and subjected to harmonic vibrations, and to three earthquake records of 
different intensities. Their results confirmed the previous observations made by 
Mostaghel and Tanbakuchi (1983), in a sense that the sliding foundation was effective to 
reduce the response of the equipment in both case studies in comparison to a fixed-base 
foundation. On the other hand, the lower acceleration responses were observed for low 
coefficient of friction of the sliding foundation. The reduction of the acceleration 
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response in structures supported by sliding foundations was again supported by Jangid 
(2001). 
The previous studies relied on the sliding response of relatively simple models, 
without necessarily capturing the complexity of interactions from structural members and 
materials. Esfandiari et al. (2001) described a methodology for the response of 2D rigid 
blocks through the Fast Nonlinear Analysis (FNA) feature of SAP2000, using frictional 
resistance embedded through nonlinear link elements to model the sliding surface in 
contacts. Running a benchmark lateral load, the authors validated the stability of the 
model in SAP2000. Considering three-dimensionality, Giammona et al. (2015) presented 
an evaluation of the different assumptions that could be made when modelling a structure 
supported by triple pendulum isolators in SAP2000, and by comparing the results with 
those from shake table tests and OpenSees analysis. The investigation also concluded on 
the accuracy of SAP2000 analysis of base-isolated structures. 
2.6 Probabilistic Analysis and Fragility Functions 
Although engineering methods improve on a day-to-day basis, windstorms and 
earthquakes remain unpredictable, categorizing them as stochastic events. This situation 
makes it difficult to measure and anticipate the exact behaviors and responses of 
structures, particularly during these events. The current norm in engineering design is the 
application of a deterministic approach. However, a probabilistic approach is shown to be 
more efficient to predict the response of manufactured homes’ anchorages under 
probabilistic events like these mentioned above. 
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Fragility functions describe the probability of occurrence and exceedance of a 
given damage state defined as a threshold of a specified Engineering Demand Parameter 
(EDP). Different intensity measures of the ground acceleration and velocity have been 
defined and used in numerous studies to derive the fragility functions for: (1) the dynamic 
slide-rocking response of freestanding, rigid structures (Knickerbocker 2019), (2) the 
rocking response of manufactured piers (Maison 2019; Maison and Cobeen 2016), and 
(3) to correlate the causes of fires in manufactured homes to the ground acceleration 
(Mohammadi et al. 1992).  
2.6.1 Lopez Garcia and Soong (2003) 
Damage assessment of buildings structural stability after earthquakes have 
demonstrated the need to determine the vulnerability of non-structural elements. Thus, 
Garcia and Soong (2003)performed a seismic fragility analysis of unanchored rigid 
blocks similar to non-structural components, considering nearly 90 synthetic acceleration 
ground motions. The intensity measures considered in this study are the relative 
displacement and absolute acceleration, and the engineering demand parameter (EDP) 
evaluated by the authors is the horizontal peak base acceleration. The displacements 
thresholds were set at 25, 50 and 75 mm. 
2.6.2 Hutchinson et al. (2006) 
Investigating the effects of seismic excitations on small and sensitive equipment, 
like scientific and medical equipment, the authors (Hutchinson et al. 2006) performed a 
seismic fragility analysis for these unanchored rigid equipment, usually placed on 
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ceramic laboratories bench, considering uniaxial ground motion. A broad range of 
frictional resistance was considered, along with numerical models of eight steel buildings 
and one reinforced concrete building in Opensees, in the development of the seismic 
fragility curves. The peak horizontal floor acceleration of the models was considered to 
be the engineering demand parameter (EDP) and was correlated with the probability of 
exceeding a certain damage state considered as failure for any sliding values over 10 cm. 
Therefore, the intensity measures considered by the authors are the sliding displacements. 
The results were validated through a numerical example and concluded on the 
effectiveness of the fragility analysis to predict the response of the structure and perform 
an economic loss analysis. 
2.6.3 Castaldo et al. (2018) 
Castaldo et al. (2018) assessed the reliability of Friction Pendulum Systems (FPS) 
through the evaluation of the seismic fragility curves for an elastic reinforced concrete 
system isolated by FPS, considering variable soil conditions, the friction coefficient, and 
using synthetic ground acceleration records. The intensity measure selected is the spectral 
displacement, with the EDP being the displacement of the elastic superstructure relative 
to the isolation bearing and the displacement of the base to the ground. Limit state 
thresholds were evaluated to vary from 0.1 m to 0.5 m by increment of 0.05 m of 
maximum relative displacement. Comparing the resulting fragility curves for three cases 
of soil stiffness (soft, medium and stiff), and varying superstructure periods and seismic 
intensities, the author concluded that soft soil combined with low periods of 
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superstructures were more likely to exceed the damage probabilities. He also concluded 
on the reliability of using a seismic fragility curves derived assuming a lognormal 
distribution, for elastic structures mounted on sliding-base isolation. 
2.7 Scope of the study and contribution: 
Manufactured homes are widely used throughout the United States and are gaining 
in popularity due to their affordability. However, past earthquakes have highlighted their 
significant vulnerability compared to traditional site-built homes. Past reconnaissance 
initiatives have identified that the primary damage for manufactured homes is due to their 
weak foundations, which tend to displace and cause the home to fall off its foundation 
entirely. However, most past studies on the performance of manufactured homes have 
neglected the foundation. Furthermore, studies that have considered the foundation 
typically did not explicitly account for the most common scenario, which is a stacked 
concrete block gravity pier. Given the wide use of the manufactured home in the United 
States and the lack of nationwide regulations for foundations, there is a need to quantify 
the vulnerability and risk of manufactured homes for typical configurations. As a result, 
the goal of this thesis is to develop seismic fragility functions for typical manufactured 
homes that relate the level of damage sustained by manufactured homes to an 
earthquake’s intensity.  
 Numerical procedures for the two-dimensional modeling of the manufactured 
house, and the sliding-based response of the CMU piers in SAP2000 are described in 
CHAPTER 3. In addition, the assumptions to the numerical and analytical procedures, 
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and the modeling input parameters are provided in that section, including an overview of 
the sliding hysteretic behavior utilized. The earthquake records used for the nonlinear 
time-history analysis are also reported. Analysis results are then gathered and 
implemented to determine the fragility curves, based on a probabilistic approach 
described in CHAPTER 4. This chapter highlights the damage thresholds defined for the 
purpose of the seismic fragility analysis and discusses the derived fragility curves. 
Finally, CHAPTER 5 summarized the conclusions of the research and provided 
recommendations for related future work. 
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CHAPTER 3 – 2-D FINITE ELEMENT MODELING AND ANALYSIS 
3.1 Overview 
Past studies have shown that manufactured home foundations are particularly 
vulnerable to earthquakes, with damage largely attributed to foundation motion. Based on 
the typical configuration of manufactured homes and their supports, 2-D finite element 
simulations are performed to evaluate the level of damage sustained by the home and its 
content, considering the sliding of the foundations. 
The manufactured home and the sliding behavior of the foundations were 
modeled with respect to the assumptions described in this section. The modeling 
approach and input parameters for the manufactured home are also explained, as well as 
an overview of the modeling approach and parameters used to numerically represent the 
sliding behavior of the manufactured home’s foundation. 
3.2 Modeling and analysis assumptions 
Manufactured homes are typically single-wide or double-wide units, placed on 
gravity piers. This thesis focuses on the most common configurations of manufactured 
homes in order to better understand the general performance. As such, the following 
assumptions are made for the modeling and analysis: 
• The manufactured home is assumed to be a light-frame wood home; 
• The geometry of the models selected for analysis is a typical single-wide home; 
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• The foundations of the manufactured home are assumed to be gravity piers, made 
of stacked concrete-masonry unit (CMU) blocks. 
• The gravity supports of the home are assumed to be longitudinally spaced at 8 ft 
on-center. 
• The sliding response of the foundations is assumed to be the only occurring 
response. 
• The manufactured home is assumed to have a linear behavior. The damping ratio 
associated with the linear behavior of the home is also assumed equals to 5%, as 
typically observed in structural design. 
• During the analysis, the geometric nonlinearity such as the P-Delta (PΔ) effects 
resulting from the lateral displacements, are neglected. 
• The manufactured home is numerically idealized as being a two-degree-of-
freedom (2DOF) model. 
• The vertical displacements and torsional response of the manufactured home are 
neglected for this thesis. 
3.3 Modal analysis of manufactured houses 
Relatively little data exists regarding the dynamic properties of manufactured 
homes. As such, a modal analysis was conducted on two newly constructed manufactured 
homes at Champion Homes in York, Nebraska, in 2019 (Saifullah and Wittich 2020). The 
two manufactured homes consisted of typical dimensions: a long single-wide home of 32 
ft x 13.4 ft and a short single-wide home of 66 ft x13.4 ft, where floor plans are provided 
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for each in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2, respectively. Instrumentation of the two homes 
included a total of 4 accelerometers each. The accelerometers were placed in longitudinal 
and transverse directions at opposite corners of the homes. The placement of the 
accelerometers is shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. It is noted that the placement of the 
accelerometers in the short-manufactured home was limited to one side of the home, 
which made determination of torsional modes difficult. This placement was necessary 
due to the non-structural fixtures of the homes. However, this thesis conducted two-
dimensional analyses and these higher modes were ultimately not necessary. The 
vibration of the home was recorded for 1 hour to facilitate the modal analysis. In order to 
amplify the signal-to-noise ratio, pedestrian and occupant motion was included 
throughout the hour.  
 The results of the modal analysis are presented in Figure 3.1. for the short and 
long manufactured homes. Power spectral densities are included for each of the 4 
accelerometers, where the transverse direction is indicated by sensors T-1 and T-2 and 
the longitudinal direction is indicated by sensors L-1 and L-2. Peaks in the spectra are 
indicative of the natural frequencies of the structures. Plan views of the corresponding 
operational deflected shapes are shown below the spectra for each of the first three 
modes. As shown, the first mode for both homes is largely transverse, though the long-
manufactured home evidences a noticeable degree of torsion. The fundamental mode for 
the short house is 5.014 Hz (0.199 seconds), while the long house is 4.064 Hz (0.246 
seconds). 
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Figure 3.1 Short manufactured home (SMH) tested in the modal analysis where the red 
circles indicate the location of accelerometers – Model 1 (Saifullah and Wittich 2020). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Long manufactured home (LMH) tested in the modal analysis where the red 
circles indicate the location of accelerometers – Model 2 (Saifullah and Wittich 2020). 
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Figure 3.3 Results of the modal analysis for the short and long manufactured homes for the 
first three modes (Saifullah and Wittich 2020). 
 
3.4 Superstructure Model 
The manufactured home is modeled using a two-dimensional approach through 
SAP2000 v22 (Computers & Structures 2017). The modeling approach in SAP2000, the 
input parameters and calibration of the manufactured home models are explained in the 
following sub-sections. 
3.4.1 Model Geometry 
The manufactured home is modeled as a two-degree of freedom (2DOF) lumped 
mass systems with one mass m1 representing the roof, and the other mass m2 representing 
the floor. The home is modeled using a linear two-joint Link Element between m1 and 
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m2. The linear link element is assumed to have a damping ratio of 5% and a linear 
stiffness property. The stiffness value was determined through calibration using the 
modal analysis of Section 3.3. The calibration procedure is briefly summarized in 
Section 3.4.3. The following nomenclature is used for better understanding of the 
modeling, as illustrated by Figure 3.4: 
Superstructure: It is defined by the assembly of the top mass m1 representing 
the roof, and the linear element link which represents the assumed linear behavior of the 
home. 
Substructure: It is the assembly of the bottom mass m2 representing the floor of 
the manufactured home and the supporting gravity piers, and a link element used to 
model the foundations stiffness properties and response. 
 
Figure 3.4 2DOF model representing a manufactured home. 
3.4.2 Masses 
The weight of the superstructure is determined based on typical building 
materials, according to Table 3.2 – Dead Loads for Common Residential Constructions 
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of the Residential Structural Design Guide (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development 2017). The details of these loads are provided below: 
• Roof System: The roof is assumed to be a light-frame wood roof with 
structural panel. According to the Design Guide, the corresponding dead 
loads is 15 psf. 
• Flooring System: The typical manufactured home has a wooden floor 
without gypsum board ceiling; Therefore, the corresponding dead load is 8 
psf. 
• Walls: The dead loads for the walls are estimated to be 7 psf, based on 
typical manufactured home design, and on the Residential Structural 
Design Guide (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
2017). 
• Chassis and Contents: The corresponding dead loads are roughly 
estimated to 8 psf for the chassis, and 2 psf for the contents of the home. 
Given the previous assumptions, the total dead load (DL) considered for the 
models are: 
DL = 15 psf + 8 psf + 7 psf + 8 psf + 2 psf 
DL = 40 psf 
In regard of the assumed dead loads and the models previously defined, the weight of 
each model are computed through the following Equation (3.1): 
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 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 x 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑊𝑊𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 (3.1) 
Therefore, for Model 1 (short manufactured home): 
Weight1 = 40 psf x 32 ft x 14 ft 
Weight1 = 17.92 kip 
Weight1 ≈ 18 kip 
Similarly, for Model 2 (long manufactured home): 
Weight2 = 40 psf x 66 ft x14 ft 
Weight2 ≈ 37 kip 
 As defined in Section 3.4.1, the manufactured home is modeled as a 2DOF 
lumped mass systems, where m1 represents the roof mass and m2 represents the floor 
mass. Based on the applied loads determined above, the dead load associated with the 
roof and walls account for approximately 55% of the total applied dead load, and the 
dead load associated with the floor (chassis, flooring, and internal contents), represents 
45% of the total dead load computed. Thus, for the distribution of the masses in the 
modeling of the 2DOF lumped masses system, 60% of the home model’s weight is 
lumped as a mass at the roof level (m1), and 40% of the model’s is a lumped mass at the 
floor (m2). Table 3.1 shows the structural mass distribution of each model, between the 
roof and the floor masses, as modeled in SAP2000. 
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Table 3.1 Structural Mass Distribution. 
Distributed Mass Model 1 Model 2 
Mass at the roof level, m1 
[kip.s2/in] 
0.02795 0.05745 
Mass at the floor level, m2 
[kip.s2/in] 
0.01863 0.03830 
Total mass [kip.s2/in] 0.04658 0.09576 
Total weight [kip] 18 37 
 
3.4.3 Model calibration 
3.4.3.1 Calibration procedure 
Considering the lack of information on exact data and material properties for 
manufactured homes, a calibration of the home superstructure was necessary to capture 
the assumed linear behavior of the superstructure, as accurately as possible. A modal 
analysis performed by Saifullah and Wittich (2020) and succinctly described in Section 
3.3 served as a reference for the calibration procedure. The calibration considered only 
the superstructure and was idealized as a single degree of freedom (SDOF) model 
comprised of a mass m1 lumped at the roof level, and a two-joint link element. The two 
joint link element is fixed at one end to the ground. The other end is fixed to the mass. To 
this end, the properties of the link were defined such that it has a linear stiffness, and a 
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modal damping ratio of 5%. It is noted that the assumed damping ratio is higher than that 
determined in the modal analysis. This is done because the damping calculations include 
substantial uncertainty and wood-frame structures are likely to have more significant 
damping, particularly at higher levels of shaking. The value of the roof mass (m1) for 
each of the models considered in this thesis, is summarized in Table 3.1. The general 
SDOF model used for the superstructure’s calibration procedure is shown in Figure 3.5.  
 
Figure 3.5: SDOF model used for the calibration procedure in SAP2000. 
 The calibration procedure consisted of iterating on the linear stiffness of the 
superstructure in SAP2000, until the convergence criteria was met. Here, the convergence 
criteria were defined as being within 0.01 seconds with respect to the periods presented in 
Section 3.3 for the long-manufactured home and the small, manufactured home. For 
reference, the measured periods for the short-manufactured home (SMH) and the long-
manufactured home (LMH) are 0.199 seconds and 0.246 seconds, respectively. Once the 
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iteration is completed, the current stiffness value becomes the stiffness of the 
superstructure associates with the corresponding model. 
3.4.3.2 Calibration results 
Upon iteration on the superstructure’s linear stiffness, the calibration process was 
stopped when the modal period from the calibrated model converged to the period 
obtained from the modal analysis of the two manufactured homes. The results of the 
superstructure’s calibration are summarized below in Table 3.2 with the measured period 
from real structures’ modal analysis for comparison, and the corresponding calibrated 
stiffness obtained. 
Table 3.2: Summary results of the superstructure’s calibration. 
 Superstructure 
mass [kip.s2/in] 
Observed 
period Tn [s] 
Calibrated 
period Tn [s] 
Stiffness 
[kip/in] 
Model 1 
(SMH) 
0.02795 0.199 0.199 27.86 
Model 2 
(LMH) 
0.05745 0.246 0.245 37.48 
 
3.5 Numerical modeling of foundation 
Gravity piers comprised of Concrete-Masonry Unit (CMU) blocks are the most 
common support system used for manufactured homes and are the focus of this thesis. 
CMU blocks are freestanding structures, characterized by a rigid body behavior under 
lateral loads. Given the squat aspect ratio, they are particularly vulnerable to a sliding 
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mode of failure. As such, the present study focuses on the sliding-based response of 
CMU blocks, under earthquake-induced lateral forces. 
The following section is intended to provide background information regarding 
the sliding-based response of a rigid body under dynamic loading. This is followed by a 
description of the considered foundation configurations. Then, a summary of the 
parameters and modeling approach used in SAP2000 to simulate the sliding-based 
response of the CMU blocks is provided. 
3.5.1 Sliding-behavior principles and equation of motion 
A rigid freestanding structure is considered to be initially at rest. The sliding-
based response of the rigid block occurs when the frictional resistance force FR of the 
pier is exceeded by the lateral force generated from ground acceleration. The vertical 
ground acceleration is neglected in this thesis. Figure 3.6 shows the sliding motion of a 
two-dimensional rigid block. 
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Figure 3.6 Sliding response of a 2D rigid body block. 
 
 The equation of motion describing the initiation of the sliding response is 
determined from the previous figure using the third law of Newton, and is represented by 
the following equation, where ?̈?𝐮𝐠𝐠 is the ground acceleration, 𝐦𝐦𝐱𝐱 ̈ is the acceleration of the 
rigid block, and the term 𝐅𝐅𝐑𝐑 is the frictional resistance force. 
�𝐹𝐹𝑥𝑥 = 0 →     − 𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 ̈ − 𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅 =  𝑚𝑚 ∙  ?̈?𝑢𝑔𝑔 
(3.2) 
The frictional resistance force depends on the gravitational force (𝐍𝐍) resulting 
from the block weight, and on the coefficient of static friction (𝛍𝛍). The sliding motion is 
initiated once the ground acceleration exceeds the frictional resistance force. The 
corresponding equation of initiation of the sliding motion. Therefore, the initiation 
equation for the sliding motion becomes, after simplification: 
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−μs  ∙  g < ?̈?𝑢𝑔𝑔 (3.3) 
Where µs is the coefficient of static friction, and g is the gravitational 
acceleration. From Equation (3.3) and for a given weight of the pier, the sliding response 
depends on the coefficient of static friction. The coefficient of static friction µs is 
dependent on the interface between the surfaces in contact. The next section describes the 
selected configurations for the CMU piers and the coefficients of static friction. 
3.5.2 Selected CMU configuration 
The selected configurations for the CMU blocks are based on observation of the 
typical installation of CMU as support systems of manufactured homes. In effect, 
manufactured homes are typically set on supports constituted of multiple stacked CMU 
blocks as illustrated by Figure 2.7; however, a single block can sometimes be used for 
the supporting system instead.  The CMU blocks can be positioned directly on the 
ground, or they may be leveled on top of wooden boards. These wooden boards are called 
shims. Therefore, the material below the foundation and the number of CMU blocks are 
specifically varied in this thesis in addition to the two typical sizes of the manufactured 
home.  
Material 1: Soil 
In this configuration, the stacked CMU blocks are all placed directly on the soil. 
The difference between each variant is the number of blocks stacked to constitute each 
foundation pier, based on field observation. The selected variants are summarized in 
Table 3.3 below:  
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Table 3.3 Foundation variants considered for Material 1: Soil. 
Material below the 
foundations 
Number of CMU 
blocks Example 
Soil 
1 CMU block 
 
2 CMU blocks 
 
3 CMU blocks 
 
 
 
Material 2: Wooden board (Shim) 
In this configuration, the stacked CMU blocks are leveled using a shim (wooden 
board) between the supporting soil, and the foundation itself. The difference between 
each variant is the number of blocks stacked to constitute each foundation pier, based on 
field observation. The selected variants are summarized in Table 3.4 below: 
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Table 3.4 Foundation variants considered for Material 2: Shim. 
Material below the 
foundations 
Number of CMU 
blocks Example 
Shim (Wooden 
board) 
1 CMU block 
 
2 CMU blocks 
 
3 CMU blocks 
 
 
Coefficient of friction (µs) 
Recalling the equation of motion representing the initiation of the sliding 
response, as described in Section 3.5.1, the sliding response is dependent on the static 
coefficient of friction µs. The static coefficient of friction is contingent upon the nature of 
the surface in contact. Thus, based on the foundations selected, the coefficient of friction 
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will vary at the contact surfaces. The coefficients of friction used in this thesis were 
evaluated from Maison and Cobeen (2016), and typical engineering’s values used 
(Engineering Toolbox 2004). Table 3.5 presents a summary of the coefficients of friction 
defined for each surface in contact. 
Table 3.5 Coefficients of friction. 
Surfaces in Contact 
Coefficient of Friction (µs) 
Surface 1 Surface 2 
Soil Concrete 0.3 
Wood Concrete 0.62 
Concrete Concrete 0.65 
 
3.5.3 Force-displacement behavior 
The preceding section described the three foundations configuration with three 
different coefficients of friction between the contact’s surface as being evaluated in this 
document. The foundations consist of freestanding structures, and therefore, they are 
known to have a rigid body behavior. The present thesis focuses on the pure sliding 
response of the foundations, under earthquake loads. Studies have shown that sliding 
foundations are characterized by an elasto-plastic behavior (Mostaghel and Tanbakuchi 
1983). 
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The substructure link, described in Section 3.4.1, is modeled in SAP2000 using a 
nonlinear plastic link element called Plastic(Wen) NL Link (Computers & Structures 
2017). The properties of the Plastic (Wen) link are defined such that it follows an elasto-
plastic hysteresis behavior (Computers & Structures 2017; Wen 1976). The nonlinear 
force- deformation relationship, as illustrated in the reference manual, is shown in Figure 
3.7. 
 
Figure 3.7 Force-Deformation hysteresis plot, as defined in the software’s reference manual 
(Computers & Structures 2017). 
3.5.3.1 Description of the Wen plasticity parameters 
Figure 3.8 gives an illustration of the parameters used to model the Wen 
Plasticity properties in SAP2000. The corresponding force-deformation relationship is 
deduced from the figure, such that:  
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 𝑓𝑓 = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑊𝑊𝑟𝑟 ∙  𝑘𝑘 ∙  𝑑𝑑 + (1 − 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑊𝑊𝑟𝑟) ∙ 𝑦𝑦𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑 ∙  𝑧𝑧 (3.4) 
with yield being the yield force, ratio is defined as the ratio of post-yield stiffness to 
elastic stiffness, k is the elastic stiffness and z is a hysteretic variable defined as the result 
of the differential equation of: 
 ż =
k
yield
�ḋ  (1 − |z|
exp)            for    ḋ  ∙ z > 0
ḋ                            otherwise
 (3.5) 
In the equation above, exp represent an exponent greater or equal to 1, which controls the 
sharpness of the yielding (see Figure 3.8). The following subsection focuses on the 
parameters selected for the Wen Plasticity modeling properties. 
 
 
Figure 3.8 Wen Plasticity parameters (Computers & Structures 2017). 
3.5.3.2 Determination of the Wen Plasticity parameters 
Preliminary assumptions 
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  For the Wen plasticity model, yielding was assumed to occur at 0.10 in. The 
elastic stiffness and the post-yield stiffness are assumed to be the same, therefore the ratio 
between both stiffnesses is equal to 1. For a theoretical sliding behavior, the yielding is 
well defined, thus the yielding exponent, as it is defined in the previous section is taken 
as equal to the practical limit of 20 (Computers & Structures 2017). An example of the 
force – displacement behavior describing the sliding of the 1 CMU block pier set on 
wood for a long-manufactured home is provided below, in Figure 3.9. 
 
Figure 3.9 Force-Deformation sliding behavior for a long-manufactured home on 1 CMU 
block set on wood. 
Modeling input parameters 
Using Equation (3.4) and considering the assumed parameters and the weight of 
the structural systems of interest, the stiffness properties of the NL Link used to model 
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the sliding response of the foundations were determined. Table 3.6 presented below 
summarizes the stiffness properties used as input during the modeling of the sliding 
foundation links in SAP2000, for each variant of the long-manufactured home. 
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Table 3.6 Wen stiffness properties for the Long-Manufactured Home. 
 Foundation link properties 0.3 0.62 0.65 
1 CMU 
Lateral force on CMU 
[kips] 
37.675 37.675 37.675 
Effective stiffness [kip/in] 113.025 233.585 244.8875 
2 CMU 
Lateral force on CMU 1 
[kips] 
37.675 37.675 37.675 
Effective stiffness 1 [kip/in] 113.025 233.585 244.8875 
Lateral force on CMU 2 
[kips] 
39.025 39.025 39.025 
Effective stiffness 2 [kip/in] 117.075 241.955 253.6625 
3 CMU 
Lateral force on CMU 1 
[kips] 
37.675 37.675 37.675 
Effective stiffness 1 [kip/in] 113.025 233.585 244.8875 
Lateral force on CMU 2 
[kips] 
39.025 39.025 39.025 
Effective stiffness 2 [kip/in] 117.075 241.955 253.6625 
Lateral force on CMU 3 
[kips] 
40.375 40.375 40.375 
Effective stiffness 3 [kip/in] 121.125 250.325 262.4375 
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The Wen stiffness properties used as input during the modeling of the sliding 
foundation links in SAP2000, for each model variants of the short-manufactured home, 
are summarized in Table 3.7. Note that unlike in the precious table, the lateral force 
acting on each CMU have not been summarized here. 
Table 3.7 Wen stiffness properties for the Short-Manufactured Home. 
 Foundation link properties 0.3 0.62 0.65 
1 CMU Effective stiffness [kip/in] 54.9 113.46 118.95 
2 CMU 
Effective stiffness 1 [kip/in] 54.9 113.46 118.95 
Effective stiffness 2 [kip/in] 56.7 117.18 122.85 
3 CMU 
Effective stiffness 1 [kip/in] 54.9 113.46 118.95 
Effective stiffness 2 [kip/in] 56.7 117.18 122.85 
Effective stiffness 3 [kip/in] 58.5 120.9 262.4375 
 
3.6 Numerical Analysis 
3.6.1 Overview  
A nonlinear time-history analysis is performed using SAP2000 v22, for a set of 
110 recorded earthquake motions. The nonlinear time history analysis was done using the 
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SAP OAPI through MATLAB. The analysis input parameters are briefly described 
below: 
• The Newmark’s Constant Average Acceleration method was used as a 
numerical direct integration method. The time integration parameters used are 
γ=0.5 and β=0.25. For convergence and stability of the direct integration 
method, a time-step dt=0.01 second is selected.  
• As previously assumed, all geometric nonlinearity is neglected during the 
analysis, including the P-Delta effects and large displacements. 
• The vertical components of earthquakes are neglected during the analysis, and 
only the horizontal motions are measured and evaluated in this thesis. 
• The nodal degrees of freedom are defined such that the analysis is only in the 
two-dimensional XZ-Global Coordinates System. 
3.6.2 SAP OAPI 
The complexity of the analysis mentioned above required to use an effective 
method to perform the 2D nonlinear time-history analysis, and to gather the data for 
analysis. To this end, a robust MATLAB code was programmed that uses the SAP OAPI 
for the analysis. A sample of the code used to call the function, and a sample of the 
function is provided in Appendix A, for further reference. The flowchart illustrated by 
Figure 3.10 summarizes the steps used by the SAP OAPI to perform the analysis and sort 
the results, as coded in MATLAB. 
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Figure 3.10 SAP OAPI process as coded in MATLAB. 
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Define the time-history function. 
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3.6.3 Ground motion records 
A set of 110 recorded earthquake ground motions are used for the nonlinear 
analysis of the manufactured home’s pier response. These ground motions illustrate 27 
unique earthquake events and were selected from the NGA-West2 database (Ancheta et 
al. 2014). The selected motions represent near-fault pulse-like earthquakes, which are 
particularly detrimental to sliding structures. A list of the utilized earthquakes ground 
motions is given in Appendix B, for reference. Most of the motions show some 
significant long period energy, reflective of near-fault motions. The acceleration time-
histories were scaled using scale factors going from 0.05 to 3.0 to account for the effects 
of strong earthquakes in the probabilistic analysis of manufactured homes. The 
acceleration spectra of the complete set of ground motion, as well as the average 
acceleration spectra is provided below in Figure 3.11, for a damping ratio ζ=0.05. The 
ground motions illustrated are all scaled to a PGA of 0.5 g. 
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Figure 3.11 Acceleration spectra and average spectra of the near-fault pulse-like 
earthquake records used. 
3.6.4 Modal analysis results 
A modal analysis was performed in SAP2000 for each of the models to determine 
the periods of the systems. The results obtained are summarized below, in Table 3.8. 
Observing the periods determined from the modal analysis, it is observed that the long 
homes variants in general have a higher period than the shorter homes. It is also noted 
that the period of the structures whose foundations are set on wood, is smaller than the 
period of the foundations set on soil. Finally, the more CMU blocks there are in the 
foundations, the higher the period becomes. 
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Table 3.8 Natural periods (Tn) for each variants of the short and long home models. 
Natural period Tn [s] – Short homes 
Material below 
the foundations 
Home on 1 
CMU block 
Home on 2 
CMU blocks 
Home on 3 
CMU blocks 
Foundations on 
soil 0.255 0.281 0.304 
Foundations on 
wood 0.225 0.252 0.277 
 
Natural period Tn [s] – Long homes 
Foundations on 
soil 0.291 0.311 0.331 
Foundations on 
wood 0.267 0.288 0.308 
 
3.6.5 Nonlinear time-history analysis results 
A sample of time-history obtained from the nonlinear analysis is provided below 
Figure 3.12 for reference. It shows the displacement recorded at the floor level, under the 
Loma Prieta Earthquake, for both the short home and long home models, with one (01) 
and two (02) CMU blocks. The PGA of the considered earthquake shown in this example 
result has been scaled to a PGA of 0.5 g. The floor displacements for a foundation set on 
soil and a foundation set on wood, are compared in the figure. Comparing the values, it is 
noted that for foundations set on soil, the displacement at the floor is larger than the value 
recorded when the foundation is set on wood. The short home also presents more 
displacement than the longer home.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
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Figure 3.12 Absolute displacement time-history of the floor. 
 
 
 
 
 
a. Long home on two (02) CMU blocks 
b. Short home on two (02) CMU blocks 
c. Long home on one (01) CMU block 
d. Short home on one (01) CMU block 
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CHAPTER 4 - SEISMIC FRAGILITY FUNCTIONS 
4.1 Introduction 
Performance observations from past earthquakes in Section 2.3 have shown that 
manufactured homes were highly vulnerable to damage, resulting from unanchored 
foundations under extreme events condition. Considering the typical installation 
configuration of manufactured houses, a two-dimensional finite element analysis was 
performed, using the assumptions and input parameters previously presented in 
CHAPTER 3. 
The results of this analysis are processed through a probabilistic approach to 
derive the fragility curves needed to correlate the level of damage expected to the 
intensity of the earthquake, which is quantified through the Peak Ground Acceleration 
(PGA) for this thesis. In the following sections, the methodology and procedure used for 
the derivation of the fragility curves are described. The evaluated Engineering Demand 
Parameters (EDP) and the estimated thresholds are also provided for reference. This is 
followed by a presentation of the key results and comparisons of the model variables.  
4.2 Definition of the damage states 
The damage experienced by a mobile home unit can be evaluated on two levels, 
the structural damage and the nonstructural damage. Structural damage for manufactured 
homes is characterized by the piers sliding over a certain distance, which can lead to 
rupture of utility lines or complete collapse of the home from its foundation. 
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Nonstructural damage characterizes damage sustained by the internal components of the 
home, such as drawers, bookshelves, water heater for example. Whether structural or 
nonstructural, damage is generally classified as being drift-sensitive or acceleration-
sensitive. Internal components, like water heaters for example, are acceleration-sensitive 
components, because the damage recorded depends on the acceleration they are being 
submitted to. Meanwhile, cracks in walls and displacement of the unit from its initial 
position due to sliding, rocking, uplift or collapse are considered as drift-sensitive 
damage. Evaluating the damage to acceleration-sensitive components is above the scope 
of this thesis; therefore, the fragility functions derived here are related to the damage 
sustained by drift-sensitive components.  
The evaluation of the structural damage to manufactured homes, is generally 
made on the basis of field observations. These damage states are defined in terms of 
intensity of the damage, in general. For manufactured homes, in particular, the definition 
of a damage threshold is not as easy to do, due to the different construction standards in 
place. In regard of this reason, and the absence of a solid database on allowed damage in 
manufactured homes, the damage thresholds defined in this study are largely made based 
on assumptions and general recommendations. 
Two Engineering Demand Parameters (EDP) were defined to determine the 
damage states and their threshold. The EDP considered are the absolute horizontal 
displacement of the floor and the relative horizontal displacement of the CMU blocks that 
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comprise the piers. Three damage states are defined and described below. Table 4.1 also 
provides a summary of the damage states as they are defined below. 
Engineering demand parameter: Absolute Floor Displacement 
The displacement threshold is set to 0.25 in. This corresponds to the rupture of 
utilities lines (gas, water, electricity), with a risk of fires. For the remaining of the 
fragility analysis on structural damage, this situation corresponds to Damage State 1 (DS 
1). 
 Engineering demand parameter: Relative Foundation Displacement 
Two types of damage are acknowledged here. A moderate damage, assumed to 
occur for EDP ≥ 0.50 in., and a severe damage occurring for EDP≥ 2 in. The moderate 
damage is assumed to correspond to the manufactured home foundations in need of 
resetting, resulting in a temporary relocation of the occupants. The corresponding 
threshold value is determined based on recommendation from Federal Manufactured 
Housing Consensus Committee (2003). At the severe damage level, the manufactured 
home is assumed to have collapsed. The corresponding threshold is based on the typical 
width of the resting CMU blocks. To avoid any further confusion in the results, the 
damage states corresponding to this EDP are respectively corresponding to Damage State 
2 (DS 2) and Damage State 3 (DS 3). 
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Table 4.1 Classification and Summary for the Structural Damage states. 
EDP 
Damage 
state level 
Damage 
intensity 
Threshold Assumed damage 
Absolute Floor 
Displacement 
Damage 
State 1 
Light 0.25 in. Rupture of utility lines 
Relative 
Foundation 
Displacement 
Damage 
State 2 
Moderate 0.50 in. 
Foundations need 
resetting 
Damage 
State 3 
Severe 2 in. 
Complete failure by 
collapse 
  
4.3 Seismic Fragility Analysis 
4.3.1 Methodology 
The approach to determining and predicting structures’ vulnerability to 
earthquakes is particularly difficult in reason of the uncertainties and variability of 
seismic events. To this end, probabilistic seismic risk analysis and probabilistic seismic 
hazard analysis assumes that any risks related to earthquakes are lognormally distributed, 
which makes sense considering that earthquakes are uncertain and unpredictable 
probabilistic events. The goal of a seismic fragility analysis is to derive the probabilistic 
relationships, often represented as fragility curves or surfaces, correlating a level of 
damage to a measured parameter, like for example the peak ground acceleration (PGA) 
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for earthquakes or the wind speed for wind events. Thus, a fragility function is defined as 
the probability of a structure, or element to reach or exceed a limit state under the 
application as a measure of an uncertain event (Porter 2019). 
Previous studies have shown that the rigid blocks’ sliding were more sensitive to 
acceleration (Castaldo et al. 2018; Hutchinson et al. 2006; Jangid 2001; Lopez Garcia and 
Soong 2003; Lu and Yang 1997), therefore the intensity measure selected for the fragility 
analysis contained in this thesis is the peak ground acceleration (PGA). Considering that 
the sliding response of the structure of interest is characterized by displacement, the 
engineering demand parameters selected here are absolute displacement and relative 
displacement. 
Given a damage state limit d, the fragility of the manufactured home is 
represented by a lognormal cumulative distribution function, shown in Equation (4.1): 
 𝑝𝑝 = 𝛷𝛷 �𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑥𝑥/𝜃𝜃𝑑𝑑)
𝛽𝛽
�  (4.1) 
where p is the probability that any anchorage in the set reaches or exceeds d, Φ is the 
standard normal cumulative distribution function, x is the ground excitation, θd is the 
median capacity of the set to resist d, and β is the standard deviation of the natural 
logarithm of the set to resist d. 
The median capacity and standard deviation are found by maximizing the 
probability of observing damage; this likelihood is represented by the product of the 
probabilities as given in Equation (4.2): 
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 𝐷𝐷(𝜃𝜃,𝛽𝛽) = ∏ 𝑃𝑃[𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖 = 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖]
𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖=1   (4.2) 
where L(θ, β) is the likelihood function maximized by θ and β previously defined as 
median and standard deviation of the natural logarithm. In Equation (4.2), the 
probability P is represented by a binomial distribution given in Equation (4.3) below: 
 𝑃𝑃[𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖 = 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖] =
𝑛𝑛!
𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖! ∗ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖)!
∗ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖
𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 ∗ (1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖)𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖−𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 
(4.3) 
where fi is the number of anchorages that failed for any given excitation i, pi is the 
probability that any anchorage reaches or exceeds d at any excitation i, and ni is the 
number of specimens evaluated for each iteration. For each of the models previously 
described, fragility curves are generated following the fragility method above. The 
fragility curves generated are analyzed in the following sections. 
4.3.2 Fragility curves for structural damage: 
The fragility curves previously derived are presented here. Fragilities are 
presented with respect to the engineering demand parameters and damage states 
previously defined. Only key results are provided in this section, and detailed results are 
provided at the end of this thesis from Appendix C to Appendix E. The fragility curves 
are also simultaneously interpreted and discussed. 
4.3.2.1 Factor 1: Style or Size of the home 
In this subsection, the correlation between the size of the home, whether it is long or 
short, and the level of damage expected is evaluated. Figure 4.1 shows the probability of 
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reaching or exceeding each evaluated damage state with respect to the Peak Ground 
Acceleration (PGA) for a short and a long home placed on 1 CMU block, with a wooden 
board underneath. 
a) Damage state 1 
 
b) Damage state 2 
 
c) Damage state 3 
 
Figure 4.1 Fragility curves comparing the influence of the size of the home on the damage 
states (Homes on 1 CMU block on wood). 
The probability of reaching or exceeding Damage state 1 considering the size of a 
manufactured home placed on 1 CMU block on wood is shown in Figure 4.1.a). A long 
home has 50% of chance to reach the first damage state under a small intensity 
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earthquake of 0.35 g, compared to a short home which will reach the same probability for 
a small earthquake of 0.41 g. Under an intensity of 0.5 g, a long home has 90% of chance 
to reach damage state 1, while the short home appears to be less vulnerable with 75% 
probability. Similarly, short homes on 1 CMU block placed on wood are less vulnerable 
to Damage states 2 and 3, as displayed in Figure 4.1 b) and c). In effect, a short home 
has 50% chance to be in Damage state 2 for a PGA of 0.52 g and in Damage state 3 for a 
PGA of 0.82 g, while a long home reaches the same probability for a large PGA of nearly 
0.45 g and 0.72 g, for damage states 2 and 3, respectively. Meanwhile, under a large 
event of PGA=1 g both styles have a one hundred percent of chance to exceed damage 
state 2, and nearly 80% of chance to reach complete failure in damage state 3. 
The preceding figure compared long and short homes, both on 1 CMU block, and 
placed on a wood base, and showed the excellent performance of the short home in 
comparison to a long home in the same conditions. Summarizing the results obtained 
from the derived fragility curves evaluating the influence of the size of the home to 
correlate the level of damage to the PGA, for all modeled variants, Figure 4.2 is 
provided. It is a scatter plot showing the PGA at which each model has 50% of chance to 
reach the considered damage state, as a function of the home’s size.  Figure 4.2.a) shows 
that all models, independently of their size are susceptible to reach damage state 1 
following a small earthquake with PGA<0.5 g. Additionally, the figure shows that for 
damage state 1, manufactured homes set on wood perform better than those on soil, 
particularly the homes on 1 and 2 CMU. The homes with 3 CMU tend to be more 
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vulnerable, similarly to the homes set on soil. The vulnerability of homes set on soil is 
confirmed for damage state 2 and 3, shown in Figure 4.2.b) and Figure 4.2.c). The PGA 
at 50% of chance of occurrence of damage 2 and 3 varies between 0.2 g and 0.4 g for 
both sizes of home set on soil, compared to homes set on wood, where it varies between 
0.4 g and 0.85 g, with short homes less vulnerable than the long homes. These results are 
most likely due to the fact that the period recorder for longer homes was higher than the 
period recorded for shorter homes, as summarized in the modal analysis results shown in 
Section 3.6.4. Near-fault motions were also used in the nonlinear analysis, making the 
longer homes more vulnerable to damage. 
 
Figure 4.2 Scatter plots showing the influence of the size over the damageability; NB: the y-
axis is different for each plot. 
4.3.2.2 Factor 2: Influence of the number of blocks 
In this subsection, the correlation is made between the influence of multiple 
blocks on the level of damage anticipated, as shown in Figure 4.3, where the probability 
of reaching or exceeding the thresholds set for each damage state is evaluated with 
a) Damage state 1 
 
b) Damage state 2 
 
c) Damage state 3 
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respect to the Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) for a short home placed on a foundation 
of multiple blocks on wood. 
a) Damage state 1 
 
b) Damage state 2 
 
c) Damage state 3 
 
Figure 4.3 Fragility curves comparing the influence of number of blocks on the damage 
states (Short home on wood). 
Figure 4.3 shows the influence of the number of blocks on the vulnerability of the 
manufactured home, for a short home on wood. A short home with its foundations placed 
on wood, as it is the case in this example, have 60% of chance to reach damage state 1 
under a seismic event of 0.2 g if it is on 3 CMU; meanwhile, the chance to be in damage 
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state 1 with the same probability goes to 0.25 g if the home is on 2 CMU, and nearly 0.42 
g, if the home is placed on 1 CMU. The manufactured home in this example is more 
vulnerable to really small earthquakes of PGA<0.6 g, whether it is placed on 2 or 3 
CMU, with 90% of chance to be in damage state 2, meaning that the foundation will need 
resetting. However, with 1 CMU block, the home will have the same probability to reach 
damage state 2 but under an earthquake of PGA=0.7 g. Independently on the number of 
blocks making up the foundations, a short home with its foundations placed on wood 
have virtually no chance to collapse under an intensity of 0.5 g. However, for an event of 
1 g, the homes have 80% of chance to collapse, no matter the number of blocks the 
foundation is made of, as illustrated by Figure 4.3.c). By comparing damage states 2 and 
3, it is noticed that the multiple block cases have a similar vulnerability. 
Figure 4.4 illustrates how multiple CMU blocks can affect the vulnerability of the 
home for the Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) at 50% probability to exceed each 
damage state. A 50% probability to reach the rupture of the utility lines, in damage state 1 
(Figure 4.4.a) is occurring at a small intensity of PGA lesser than 0.25 for short and long 
homes on soil, with the models on 1 CMU being as vulnerable as the models on multiple 
blocks. However, the homes whose foundations are set on wood are expected to reach the 
first damage state at a higher PGA of 0.38 g to 0.45 g, when the foundation is made of 
only 1 CMU block; for multiple blocks and independently of the size of the homes, the 
damage state 1 has 50 % of chance to be reached at a PGA=0.25 g for foundations of 2 
CMU, and at a PGA=0.20g for foundations of 3 CMU. A similar trend is noted for 
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damage states 2 and 3 shown in Figure 4.4.b) and Figure 4.4.c). In effect, independently 
of the number of blocks making up the foundations and the size of the homes, all 
foundations installed directly on soil have 50% of chance to exceed damage state 2 at a 
low intensity PGA of 0.25g, and the same probability considering damage state 3 is 
attained at a PGA of 0.5 g. Regarding the homes whose foundations are installed on 
wood, they show a 50% probability to exceed the damage states 2 and 3 at an higher 
intensity than the homes installed on soil. But the trend is the same as noted previously 
for homes on soil. The homes whose foundations are installed on wood have 50% of 
chance to reach damage state 2 at a PGA = 0.4 g, and they have 50% of chance to exceed 
damage state 3 at a PGA=0.75 g, independently of the number of CMU blocks used for 
the foundations. Nonetheless, while the homes installed on 1 CMU on wood are expected 
to exceed the damage states 2 and 3 at the same intensity of PGA, the short home seems 
to be slightly less vulnerable than the longer home. 
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Figure 4.4 Scatter plots showing the influence of the number of blocks over the 
damageability; NB: the y-axis is different for each plot. 
The results observed here are related to many factors. First, the blocks are 
assumed to be stacked without anything in between. This is due to a high coefficient of 
friction (μs=0.65) which increased the frictional resistance between the blocks, thus 
making them behave as a single rigid-body block and resulting in a significant decrease 
of the relative displacement between blocks. The results noted here are explained by the 
elongated period of the structures. A summary of the modal analysis results, in Section 
3.6.4 showed that the structures which have multiple blocks as part of their foundation 
system, also present a longer period in comparison to models with only 1 CMU block. 
Given that near-fault ground motions where used, the elongated period of the homes on 
multiple CMU blocks made them more vulnerable to damage. 
4.3.2.3 Factor 3: Material below the foundation 
The factor of interest here is the material below the foundation. Figure 4.5 below 
illustrates how the material underneath the foundation may influence the level of damage 
a) Damage state 1 
 
b) Damage state 2 
 
c) Damage state 3 
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states, depending on the ground acceleration intensity. The case shown in the figure and 
discussed in this section is of a short home on 1 CMU block. 
a) Damage state 1 
 
b) Damage state 2 
 
c) Damage state 3 
 
Figure 4.5 Fragility curves comparing the influence of the material below the foundation for 
a short home on 1 CMU block. 
Figure 4.5 provides an overview on how the material below the foundation 
influence the response of the manufactured home to earthquake loading, for a short home 
on 1 CMU block. A short home installed on 1 CMU have 50% of chance to reach damage 
state 1 under a seismic event of 0.18 g if the material below the foundation is soil, but the 
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same probability is reached at a PGA=0.4 g, when the foundation is set on wood. 
Additionally, the probability to reach complete failure in damage state 3 for an event with 
PGA=0.8g is of 40% for a foundation set on wood base, while the complete failure has 
95% of chance to occur for homes set on soil base. The conclusions from observing 
Figure 4.5 is that a short-manufactured home on 1 CMU set on wood is less vulnerable 
than a short-manufactured home on 1 CMU set on soil. Therefore, it might be better to 
have the short home installed on 1 CMU and set on wood. 
The previous findings are confirmed in Figure 4.6, where all the variants assumed 
in this thesis are illustrated, with the PGA a 50% probability of occurring. In Figure 
4.6.a) and b), the PGA at 50% probability of reaching damage state 1 and 2 is less than 
0.5 g, and it is observed that manufactured homes on wood performed generally better 
than the others. The same conclusion can be drawn from Figure 4.6.c), where the 50% 
probability of exceeding damage state 3 occurs at a PGA of nearly 0.8 g homes and wood 
and 0.4 g for homes on soil. Another observation is that for damage state 1, the variation 
in wood performance is greater, then all models on wood have a “stacked” performance 
for damage state 2 and 3, unlike models on soil which present a “stacked” performance 
for all damage states. Considering the other criterium, homes on 1 CMU on wood are less 
vulnerable than the other variants, although low amplitude motion are not exceeded. 
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Figure 4.6 Scatter plots showing the influence of the material below the foundation over the 
damageability; NB: the y-axis is different for each plot. 
 The influence of the material at the interface is considered have been investigated 
here. It is noted that manufactured homes on wood are less vulnerable to low amplitude 
earthquake motions than the homes on soil. This is likely due to the high friction of the 
wood board. In effect, the wood is adding an additional interface between the soil and the 
foundations, thus increasing the friction at the aforementioned interface. The increase in 
the friction has a direct effect on the increase of the frictional resistance between the 
foundation and the soil, which impacts the vulnerability of the structures. Consequently, 
the presence of the wood shim between the foundation and the supporting soil below, 
might be filtering the motion received at the superstructure level. 
4.4 Conclusions 
The vulnerability of manufactured homes to sustain different level of structural 
damage under earthquake loads has been investigated in this section, using a probabilistic 
approach of lognormal cumulative distribution to build the fragility functions. Three 
a) Damage state 1 
 
b) Damage state 2 
 
c) Damage state 3 
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contributing factors were considered for the fragility analysis: the style or size of the 
home, the effects of multiple stacked CMU blocks, and the material interface below the 
foundation. Results from the seismic fragility analysis have highlighted the vulnerability 
of manufactured homes to low amplitude seismic events, which is likely correlated to all 
the foundation aspects described above. 
Regarding the size of the home, the general observations is that short homes are 
less vulnerable to damage than long homes, independently of the other factors. This 
conclusion is a direct consequence of the long home having a higher period than the short 
home. Considering the influence of the number of stacked CMU blocks, it was noted that 
foundations comprised of 2 and 3 CMU stacked blocks are acting like a single foundation 
unit. This behavior is most likely due to the interface between the blocks. In this thesis, 
the block-to-block interface is assumed to have a higher coefficient of static friction, thus 
increasing the frictional resistance and decreasing the sliding between blocks. This was 
confirmed by comparing the sliding displacement values and a slip motion was noted to 
occur at the base of the foundation. Since 2 CMU and 3 CMU blocks seem to have a 
similar vulnerability, it is concluded that the more blocks are added, the more vulnerable 
the home gets by adding an uncertainty in the response, as either rocking or overturning 
will also likely occur. Considering the influence of the material at the interface between 
the foundation and the bearing soil, it was concluded that foundations placed on wood 
performed better than foundations placed directly on soil. It was previously found that 
stacked blocks acted like a single unit, so the justifying reason for the better performance 
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of manufactured homes on wood is attributed to the additional wood interface (wood 
shim) which increased the frictional resistance at the interface and decreased the 
vulnerability of the homes set on wood. General conclusion of the fragility analysis of 
different configurations of manufactured homes is that short manufactured homes with a 
foundation made of a single CMU block set on a wood shim are less vulnerable to sliding 
by earthquake-generated lateral motions. 
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CHAPTER 5 – CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Conclusions 
Manufactured homes, previously known as mobile homes until the 1970’s, are 
gaining in popularity due to their affordability and ease of fabrication procedures, 
compared to site-built homes. This type of housing has been used in many countries, like 
in Australia, in New Zealand and also in few European countries where the classic 
transportable mobile homes are still in use. However, manufactured homes remain mostly 
popular in the United States. Extreme wind events and earthquakes are known to be 
prejudicial to manufactured homes, particularly from the generated lateral forces. 
Previous studies have shown that the manufactured homes’ vulnerability is related to the 
foundations in place, rather than the home itself. The typical foundations of manufactured 
homes are constituted of stacked concrete masonry unit (CMU) blocks which are more 
vulnerable to sliding, rocking and overturning. As a result of foundations’ performance to 
hurricanes, tornadoes and earthquakes, lateral resisting anchorage systems have been 
designed to mitigate the effects of the induced lateral loads and prevent extreme 
responses such as uplift, overturning and rocking. Nonetheless, these anchorage systems 
are not required to be installed, and more studies are needed quantify the risk associated 
with typical CMU blocks foundations to sliding-based response, given future earthquake 
scenarios. To that end and using a seismic fragility analysis, the present thesis correlated 
the expected level of damage to the Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) by evaluating the 
size of the home, the number of blocks used and the material the foundation is set on. 
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A nonlinear analysis was performed by analyzing a 2D finite element model in 
SAP2000, to a set of 110 near-fault ground motion earthquakes, scaled to 35 different 
PGA values. Results from the nonlinear analysis and from the seismic fragility analysis 
allowed the following conclusions to be drawn: 
 Manufactured homes are particularly vulnerable to low intensity earthquake 
motions, independently of their size, the number of blocks making up their 
foundations, and the material below the foundations. 
 The size of the home plays an important role in the vulnerability of the 
foundation. In effect, short homes are noticed to be less vulnerable to damage 
than longer homes, as expected from the elongated period of the longer homes. 
 Manufactured homes’ foundations made of multiple stacked CMU blocks 
increased the slip motion at the base of the foundation, while the stacked CMU 
blocks behaved as a single element, by reducing the sliding motion between each 
CMU block. By behaving as a single unit, 2 CMU blocks and 3 CMU blocks 
foundations introduce an uncertainty in the response which is likely to pass from 
sliding to rocking or overturning. It likely results from the assumed block-to-
block interface which had a higher coefficient of friction. 
 The material between the foundation and the supporting soil has an impact on the 
sliding-based response of the foundations. Placing the foundations on wood make 
them less vulnerable to damage, in comparison to having them set directly on soil. 
The wood block increases the frictional resistance by adding an additional 
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interface between the foundation and the soil, thus filtering the motion received 
by the superstructure. 
5.2 Recommendations 
Although the present thesis evaluated the typical installation configuration of 
manufactured homes, further investigations are needed to evaluate the seismic behavior 
and increase the performance of manufactured homes to earthquakes. To this end, a few 
recommendations are suggested as a basis for future studies: 
 Perform a complete tri-dimensional analysis of single-wide and double-wide 
manufactured homes, both numerically and experimentally, to account for 
torsional effects and to evaluate the seismic response of the foundations and use 
the results to create a database of realistic thresholds that can be used in the 
future. 
 Study the sliding fragility of double-wide homes, particularly at the marriage line 
between both units. 
 Quantify the damage resulting from the failure of acceleration-sensitive and drift-
sensitive nonstructural components of the home, as these failures have more 
probability to result in fires and heavy casualties. 
 Proceed to a 3D finite element modeling and analysis of manufactured homes by 
considering the effects of the vertical component of earthquakes, on the 
foundations. Previous research on the sliding-based response of unanchored rigid 
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bodies suggested that neglecting the vertical component of earthquake could be 
detrimental to the evaluated sliding response. 
 Evaluate the residual capacity of the homes which did not need to be reset to 
sustain further damage, particularly at the connections such as the chassis-to-floor 
and walls-to walls connections, for example. 
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Appendix A: SAMPLE OF MATLAB CODE FOR THE SAP OAPI 
1. SAMPLE MATLAB CODE FOR THE SAP OAPI 
d=dir('*.txt'); 
for i=1:length(d) 
    fid=fopen(d(i).name,'r'); 
    textscan(fid,'%s',1); 
    npts = textscan(fid,'%f',1,'Delimiter','\n'); 
    textscan(fid,'%s',1); 
    pga=textscan(fid,'%f',1,'Delimiter','\n'); 
    fclose all; 
    dt=0.01; 
    nstepout=round(cell2mat(npts)/dt); 
    PGA=386.4/cell2mat(pga); 
    OAPI_SMH_3CMU(d(i).name,dt,nstepout,PGA) 
end 
2. SAMPLE MATLAB FUNCTION FOR THE SAP OAPI 
function [] = OAPI_SMH_3CMU(inputFile,dt,nstepout,PGA) 
%UNTITLED5 Summary of this function goes here 
    %% %% Set the following flag to true to attach to an existing instance of the program 
otherwise a new instance of the program will be started: 
    AttachToInstance = false(); % true(); % 
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    %% Specifyng the path to SAP2000: 
    SpecifyPath = true(); % set the following flag to true to manually specify the path to 
SAP2000.exe, otherwise the latest installed version of SAP2000 will be launched% 
    %% If the above flag is set to true, specify the path to SAP2000 below: 
    ProgramPath = 'C:\Program Files\Computers and Structures\SAP2000 
23\SAP2000.exe'; 
    %% Full path to API dll; set it to the installation folder: 
    APIDLLPath = 'C:\Program Files\Computers and Structures\SAP2000 
23\SAP2000v1.dll'; 
    %% Full path to the model; set it to the desired path of your model: 
    ModelDirectory = 'C:\Users\Wittich Research Lab\Desktop\Sliding models\SMH'; 
    if ~exist(ModelDirectory, 'dir') 
        mkdir(ModelDirectory); 
    end 
    ModelName = 'Model 2_3.sdb'; 
    ModelPath = strcat(ModelDirectory, filesep, ModelName); 
    %% Create API helper object: 
    a = NET.addAssembly(APIDLLPath); 
    helper = SAP2000v1.Helper; 
    helper = NET.explicitCast(helper,'SAP2000v1.cHelper'); 
        if AttachToInstance 
        %% attach to a running instance of Sap2000 
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         SapObject = helper.GetObject('CSI.SAP2000.API.SapObject'); 
        SapObject = NET.explicitCast(SapObject,'SAP2000v1.cOAPI'); 
        else 
            if SpecifyPath 
            %% create an instance of the SapObject from the specified path 
            SapObject = helper.CreateObject(ProgramPath); 
            else 
            %% create an instance of the SapObject from the latest installed SAP2000 
            SapObject = helper.CreateObjectProgID('CSI.SAP2000.API.SapObject'); 
        end 
        SapObject = NET.explicitCast(SapObject,'SAP2000v1.cOAPI'); 
    %% Start Sap2000 application: 
    SapObject.ApplicationStart; 
    end 
    helper = 0; 
    %% Open existing file: 
    % Create SapModel object 
    SapModel = NET.explicitCast(SapObject.SapModel,'SAP2000v1.cSapModel'); 
    % Initialize model 
    ret = SapModel.InitializeNewModel;  
    File = NET.explicitCast(SapModel.File,'SAP2000v1.cFile'); 
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    ret = File.OpenFile(['C:\Users\Wittich Research Lab\Desktop\Sliding 
models\SMH\Model 2_3.sdb']); 
%     %%  
 ID=inputFile(1:end-4); 
ffile = fullfile('C:\','Users','Wittich Research Lab','Desktop','Sliding 
models','Results','SMH',string(inputFile)); 
mkdir (['C:\Users\Wittich Research Lab\Desktop\Sliding models\Results\SMH\3 
CMU\Node 4 Displ.'],char(inputFile(1:end-4))); 
mkdir (['C:\Users\Wittich Research Lab\Desktop\Sliding models\Results\SMH\3 
CMU\Node 4 Acc.'],char(inputFile(1:end-4))); 
mkdir (['C:\Users\Wittich Research Lab\Desktop\Sliding models\Results\SMH\3 
CMU\Node 3 Displ.'],char(inputFile(1:end-4))); 
mkdir (['C:\Users\Wittich Research Lab\Desktop\Sliding models\Results\SMH\3 
CMU\Node 3 Acc.'],char(inputFile(1:end-4))); 
mkdir (['C:\Users\Wittich Research Lab\Desktop\Sliding models\Results\SMH\3 
CMU\Node 2 Displ.'],char(inputFile(1:end-4))); 
mkdir (['C:\Users\Wittich Research Lab\Desktop\Sliding models\Results\SMH\3 
CMU\Node 2 Acc.'],char(inputFile(1:end-4))); 
mkdir (['C:\Users\Wittich Research Lab\Desktop\Sliding models\Results\SMH\3 
CMU\Roof Disp.'],char(inputFile(1:end-4))); 
mkdir (['C:\Users\Wittich Research Lab\Desktop\Sliding models\Results\SMH\3 
CMU\Roof Acc.'],char(inputFile(1:end-4))); 
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Function=NET.explicitCast(SapModel.Func,'SAP2000v1.cFunction'); 
FuncTH = NET.explicitCast(Function.FuncTH,'SAP2000v1.cFunctionTH'); 
ret = FuncTH.SetFromFile_1(char(inputFile(1:end-4)),char(ffile),3, 0, 1, 2, true); 
    %add nonlinear time history load case: 
LoadCase = NET.explicitCast(SapModel.LoadCases,'SAP2000v1.cLoadCases'); 
LC = 
NET.explicitCast(LoadCase.DirHistNonlinear,'SAP2000v1.cCaseDirectHistoryNonlinear
'); 
ret = LC.SetCase(inputFile(1:end-4)); 
ret = LC.SetTimeIntegration(inputFile(1:end-4),1,0,0.25,0.5,0,0); 
ret = LC.SetGeometricNonlinearity(inputFile(1:end-4),0); 
ret = LC.SetTimeStep(inputFile(1:end-4), nstepout, dt); 
for n=union(0.05:0.1:0.45,0.1:0.1:3) 
%Set Load Properties: 
    MyLoadType={'Accel'};  
    MyLoadName = {'U1'}; 
    MyFunc = {inputFile(1:end-4)}; 
    MyCSys = {'Global'}; 
    SF = zeros(2,1,'double'); 
    SF(1) = PGA*n;          %%% 
    TF = zeros(2,1,'double'); 
    TF(1) = 1.0; 
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    AT = zeros(2,1,'double'); 
    AT(1) = 0.0; 
    Ang = zeros(2,1,'double'); 
    Ang(1) = 0.0; 
    ret=LC.SetLoads(inputFile(1:end-4), 
1,MyLoadType,MyLoadName,MyFunc,SF,TF,AT,MyCSys,Ang); 
    LinkObj=NET.explicitCast(SapModel.LinkObj,'SAP2000v1.cLinkObj'); 
    SelectObj=NET.explicitCast(SapModel.SelectObj,'SAP2000v1.cSelect'); 
%Select by link property 
%   First coefficient of friction: 
    ret = LinkObj.SetProperty('4', 'Sliding 0.3'); 
   %Run analysis:    
    Analyze = NET.explicitCast(SapModel.Analyze,'SAP2000v1.cAnalyze'); 
    ret = Analyze.RunAnalysis(); 
   %Defining the number of load case for the SapResult: 
    SapResult = zeros(1,1,'double'); 
   %Setting Analysis results: 
    AnalysisResults = 
NET.explicitCast(SapModel.Results,'SAP2000v1.cAnalysisResults'); 
    AnalysisResultsSetup = 
NET.explicitCast(AnalysisResults.Setup,'SAP2000v1.cAnalysisResultsSetup'); 
   %Obtaining the results: 
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    NumberResults = 0; 
    Obj = NET.createArray('System.String',2); 
    Elm = NET.createArray('System.String',2); 
    ACase = NET.createArray('System.String',2); 
    ACase={inputFile(1:end-4)}; 
    StepType = NET.createArray('System.String',2); 
    StepNum = NET.createArray('System.Double',4); 
    U1 = NET.createArray('System.Double',2); 
    U2= NET.createArray('System.Double',2); 
    U3 = NET.createArray('System.Double',2); 
    R1 = NET.createArray('System.Double',2); 
    R2 = NET.createArray('System.Double',2); 
    R3 = NET.createArray('System.Double',2); 
    ret = AnalysisResultsSetup.DeselectAllCasesAndCombosForOutput; 
    ret = AnalysisResultsSetup.SetCaseSelectedForOutput(char(inputFile(1:end-4))); 
    ret = AnalysisResultsSetup.SetOptionDirectHist(2); 
    [~,~, ~, ~,~,~,~,U1,~,~,~, ~,~]= 
AnalysisResults.JointDispl('1',SAP2000v1.eItemTypeElm.ObjectElm, NumberResults, 
Obj, Elm, ACase, StepType, StepNum, U1, U2, U3, R1, R2, R3); 
    RoofD0=[double(U1)]'; 
%     size(RoofD0) 
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    [~,~, ~, ~,~,~,~,U1,~,~,~, ~,~]= 
AnalysisResults.JointAcc('1',SAP2000v1.eItemTypeElm.ObjectElm, NumberResults, 
Obj, Elm, ACase, StepType, StepNum, U1, U2, U3, R1, R2, R3); 
    RoofA0=[double(U1)]'; 
%     size(RoofA0) 
    [~,~, ~, ~,~,StepType,StepNum,U1,~,~,~, ~,~]= 
AnalysisResults.JointDispl('2',SAP2000v1.eItemTypeElm.ObjectElm, NumberResults, 
Obj, Elm, ACase, StepType, StepNum, U1, U2, U3, R1, R2, R3); 
    LinkDef0=[double(U1)]'; 
%     size(LinkDef0) 
    size(StepNum); 
    StepNum; 
    [~,~, ~, ~,~,~,~,U1,~,~,~, ~,~]= 
AnalysisResults.JointAcc('2',SAP2000v1.eItemTypeElm.ObjectElm, NumberResults, 
Obj, Elm, ACase, StepType, StepNum, U1, U2, U3, R1, R2, R3); 
    LinkA0=[double(U1)]'; 
%     size(LinkA0) 
[~,~, ~, ~,~,~,~,U1,~,~,~, ~,~]= 
AnalysisResults.JointDispl('3',SAP2000v1.eItemTypeElm.ObjectElm, NumberResults, 
Obj, Elm, ACase, StepType, StepNum, U1, U2, U3, R1, R2, R3); 
    BotD0=[double(U1)]'; 
%     size(RoofD0) 
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    [~,~, ~, ~,~,~,~,U1,~,~,~, ~,~]= 
AnalysisResults.JointAcc('3',SAP2000v1.eItemTypeElm.ObjectElm, NumberResults, 
Obj, Elm, ACase, StepType, StepNum, U1, U2, U3, R1, R2, R3); 
    BotA0=[double(U1)]'; 
    [~,~, ~, ~,~,~,~,U1,~,~,~, ~,~]= 
AnalysisResults.JointDispl('4',SAP2000v1.eItemTypeElm.ObjectElm, NumberResults, 
Obj, Elm, ACase, StepType, StepNum, U1, U2, U3, R1, R2, R3); 
    BotBotD0=[double(U1)]'; 
%     size(RoofD0) 
    [~,~, ~, ~,~,~,~,U1,~,~,~, ~,~]= 
AnalysisResults.JointAcc('4',SAP2000v1.eItemTypeElm.ObjectElm, NumberResults, 
Obj, Elm, ACase, StepType, StepNum, U1, U2, U3, R1, R2, R3); 
    BotBotA0=[double(U1)]'; 
    x=[0:dt:(nstepout*dt)]; 
    FName=[ID,char(95),num2str(n)]; 
   %Deleting the results: 
    ret = Analyze.DeleteResults(char(inputFile(1:end-4)));  
    ret = SapModel.SetModelIsLocked(false());   % unlock model 
%   Second coefficient of friction: 
    ret = LinkObj.SetProperty('4', 'Sliding 0.62'); 
    Analyze = NET.explicitCast(SapModel.Analyze,'SAP2000v1.cAnalyze'); 
    ret = Analyze.RunAnalysis(); 
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   %Obtaining the results: 
    NumberResults = 0; 
    Obj = NET.createArray('System.String',2); 
    Elm = NET.createArray('System.String',2); 
    ACase = NET.createArray('System.String',2); 
    ACase={inputFile(1:end-4)}; 
    StepType = NET.createArray('System.String',2); 
    StepNum = NET.createArray('System.Double',4); 
    U1 = NET.createArray('System.Double',2); 
    U2= NET.createArray('System.Double',2); 
    U3 = NET.createArray('System.Double',2); 
    R1 = NET.createArray('System.Double',2); 
    R2 = NET.createArray('System.Double',2); 
    R3 = NET.createArray('System.Double',2); 
    ret = AnalysisResultsSetup.DeselectAllCasesAndCombosForOutput; 
    ret = AnalysisResultsSetup.SetCaseSelectedForOutput(char(inputFile(1:end-4))); 
    ret = AnalysisResultsSetup.SetOptionDirectHist(2); 
    [~,~, ~, ~,~,~,~,U1,~,~,~, ~,~]= 
AnalysisResults.JointDispl('1',SAP2000v1.eItemTypeElm.ObjectElm, NumberResults, 
Obj, Elm, ACase, StepType, StepNum, U1, U2, U3, R1, R2, R3); 
    RoofD1=[double(U1)]'; 
%     size(RoofD1) 
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    [~,~, ~, ~,~,~,~,U1,~,~,~, ~,~]= 
AnalysisResults.JointAcc('1',SAP2000v1.eItemTypeElm.ObjectElm, NumberResults, 
Obj, Elm, ACase, StepType, StepNum, U1, U2, U3, R1, R2, R3); 
    RoofA1=[double(U1)]'; 
%     size(RoofA1) 
     [~,~, ~, ~,~,StepType,StepNum,U1,~,~,~, ~,~]= 
AnalysisResults.JointDispl('2',SAP2000v1.eItemTypeElm.ObjectElm, NumberResults, 
Obj, Elm, ACase, StepType, StepNum, U1, U2, U3, R1, R2, R3); 
    LinkDef1=[double(U1)]'; 
%     size(LinkDef1) 
    [~,~, ~, ~,~,~,~,U1,~,~,~, ~,~]= 
AnalysisResults.JointAcc('2',SAP2000v1.eItemTypeElm.ObjectElm, NumberResults, 
Obj, Elm, ACase, StepType, StepNum, U1, U2, U3, R1, R2, R3); 
    LinkA1=[double(U1)]'; 
[~,~, ~, ~,~,~,~,U1,~,~,~, ~,~]= 
AnalysisResults.JointDispl('3',SAP2000v1.eItemTypeElm.ObjectElm, NumberResults, 
Obj, Elm, ACase, StepType, StepNum, U1, U2, U3, R1, R2, R3); 
    BotD1=[double(U1)]'; 
%     size(RoofD0) 
    [~,~, ~, ~,~,~,~,U1,~,~,~, ~,~]= 
AnalysisResults.JointAcc('3',SAP2000v1.eItemTypeElm.ObjectElm, NumberResults, 
Obj, Elm, ACase, StepType, StepNum, U1, U2, U3, R1, R2, R3); 
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    BotA1=[double(U1)]'; 
    [~,~, ~, ~,~,~,~,U1,~,~,~, ~,~]= 
AnalysisResults.JointDispl('4',SAP2000v1.eItemTypeElm.ObjectElm, NumberResults, 
Obj, Elm, ACase, StepType, StepNum, U1, U2, U3, R1, R2, R3); 
    BotBotD1=[double(U1)]'; 
%     size(RoofD0) 
    [~,~, ~, ~,~,~,~,U1,~,~,~, ~,~]= 
AnalysisResults.JointAcc('4',SAP2000v1.eItemTypeElm.ObjectElm, NumberResults, 
Obj, Elm, ACase, StepType, StepNum, U1, U2, U3, R1, R2, R3); 
    BotBotA1=[double(U1)]'; 
%Creating file results for deformation @ Node 4: 
newFileName = [FName '.txt']; 
fid = fopen(newFileName,'w'); 
fprintf(fid,'%10s %10s %10s\n','Time','Sliding 0.3','Sliding 0.62'); 
fprintf(fid,'%10.2f\t%10.4f\t%10.4f\n',[x; BotBotD0'; BotBotD1']); 
fclose all; 
movefile(char(newFileName),['C:\Users\Wittich Research Lab\Desktop\Sliding 
models\Results\SMH\3 CMU\Node 4 Displ.\',char(inputFile(1:end-4))]);     
%Creating file results for deformation @ Node 3: 
newFileName = [FName '.txt']; 
fid = fopen(newFileName,'w'); 
fprintf(fid,'%10s %10s %10s\n','Time','Sliding 0.3','Sliding 0.62'); 
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fprintf(fid,'%10.2f\t%10.4f\t%10.4f\n',[x; BotD0'; BotD1']); 
fclose all; 
movefile(char(newFileName),['C:\Users\Wittich Research Lab\Desktop\Sliding 
models\Results\SMH\3 CMU\Node 3 Displ.\',char(inputFile(1:end-4))]);     
%Creating file results for deformation @ Node 2: 
newFileName = [FName '.txt']; 
fid = fopen(newFileName,'w'); 
fprintf(fid,'%10s %10s %10s\n','Time','Sliding 0.3','Sliding 0.62'); 
fprintf(fid,'%10.2f\t%10.4f\t%10.4f\n',[x; LinkDef0'; LinkDef1']); 
fclose all; 
movefile(char(newFileName),['C:\Users\Wittich Research Lab\Desktop\Sliding 
models\Results\SMH\3 CMU\Node 2 Displ.\',char(inputFile(1:end-4))]); 
%Creating file results for deformation @ Roof: 
newFileName = [FName '.txt']; 
fid = fopen(newFileName,'w'); 
fprintf(fid,'%10s %10s %10s\n','Time','Sliding 0.3','Sliding 0.62'); 
fprintf(fid,'%10.2f\t%10.4f\t%10.4f\n',[x; RoofD0'; RoofD1']); 
fclose all; 
movefile(char(newFileName),['C:\Users\Wittich Research Lab\Desktop\Sliding 
models\Results\SMH\3 CMU\Roof Disp.\',char(inputFile(1:end-4))]); 
%Creating file results for acceleration @ Node 4: 
newFileName = [FName '.txt']; 
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fid = fopen(newFileName,'w'); 
fprintf(fid,'%10s %10s %10s\n','Time','Sliding 0.3','Sliding 0.62'); 
fprintf(fid,'%10.2f\t%10.4f\t%10.4f\n',[x; BotBotA0'; BotBotA1']); 
fclose all; 
movefile(char(newFileName),['C:\Users\Wittich Research Lab\Desktop\Sliding 
models\Results\SMH\3 CMU\Node 4 Acc.\',char(inputFile(1:end-4))]); 
%Creating file results for acceleration @ Node 3: 
newFileName = [FName '.txt']; 
fid = fopen(newFileName,'w'); 
fprintf(fid,'%10s %10s %10s\n','Time','Sliding 0.3','Sliding 0.62'); 
fprintf(fid,'%10.2f\t%10.4f\t%10.4f\n',[x; BotA0'; BotA1']); 
fclose all; 
movefile(char(newFileName),['C:\Users\Wittich Research Lab\Desktop\Sliding 
models\Results\SMH\3 CMU\Node 3 Acc.\',char(inputFile(1:end-4))]); 
%Creating file results for acceleration @ Node 2: 
newFileName = [FName '.txt']; 
fid = fopen(newFileName,'w'); 
fprintf(fid,'%10s %10s %10s\n','Time','Sliding 0.3','Sliding 0.62'); 
fprintf(fid,'%10.2f\t%10.4f\t%10.4f\n',[x; LinkA0'; LinkA1']); 
fclose all; 
movefile(char(newFileName),['C:\Users\Wittich Research Lab\Desktop\Sliding 
models\Results\SMH\3 CMU\Node 2 Acc.\',char(inputFile(1:end-4))]); 
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%Creating file results for acceleration @ Roof: 
newFileName = [FName '.txt']; 
fid = fopen(newFileName,'w'); 
fprintf(fid,'%10s %10s %10s\n','Time','Sliding 0.3','Sliding 0.62'); 
fprintf(fid,'%10.2f\t%10.4f\t%10.4f\n',[x; RoofA0'; RoofA1']); 
fclose all; 
movefile(char(newFileName),['C:\Users\Wittich Research Lab\Desktop\Sliding 
models\Results\SMH\3 CMU\Roof Acc.\',char(inputFile(1:end-4))]); 
%End of the analysis 
ret = SapModel.SetModelIsLocked(false());   % unlock model 
end 
    ret = AnalysisResultsSetup.DeselectAllCasesAndCombosForOutput; 
    ret = Analyze.DeleteResults(char(inputFile(1:end-4)));     %Delete results 
    ret = LoadCase.Delete(char(inputFile(1:end-4)));           %Delete the load case 
    ret = Function.Delete(char(inputFile(1:end-4))); 
%% Close Sap2000 
ret = SapObject.ApplicationExit(false()); 
File = 0; 
PointObj = 0; 
LinkObj=0; 
View = 0; 
LoadPatterns = 0; 
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Analyze = 0; 
AnalysisResults = 0; 
AnalysisResultsSetup = 0; 
SapModel = 0; 
SapObject = 0; 
%%Replace the used model by a new one: 
delete(char('C:\Users\Wittich Research Lab\Desktop\Sliding models\SMH\Model 
2_3*')); 
[status,msg] = copyfile(char('C:\Users\Wittich Research Lab\Desktop\Sliding 
models\Working models\Model 2_3.sdb'), char('C:\Users\Wittich Research 
Lab\Desktop\Sliding models\SMH')); 
end 
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Appendix B: LIST OF EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTIONS 
PEER 
NGA 2 
WEST 
Database 
ID 
Location Event Date Station PGA [g] 
4451 
Adrian Sea Montenegro Yugo 4/15/1979 
Bar-Skupstina Opstine 0.372 
4458 Ulcinj-Hotel Olimpic 0.293 
4458 Ulcinj-Hotel Olimpic 0.248 
143 Iran Tabas 9/16/1978 Tabas 0.854 4040 Bam Bam 12/26/2003 Bam 0.808 
1106 
Japan 
Kobe 1/16/1995 
KJMA 0.834 
1114 Port Island (0 m) 0.348 
1119 Takarazuka 0.697 
3965 Tottori 10/6/2000 TTR008 0.391 
4211 Niigata 10/23/2004 NIG021 0.862 4228 NIGH11 0.599 
4847 Chuetsu-oki 7/16/2007 Joetsu Kakizakiku Kakizaki 0.456 
6887 
New 
Zealand 
Darfield 9/3/2010 
Christchurch Botanical 
Gardens 0.19 
6897 DSLC 0.237 
6927 LINC 0.461 
6928 LPCC 0.239 
6959 Christchurch Resthaven 0.263 
6960 NIGH11 0.234 
6966 Shirley Library 0.192 
6975 TPLC 0.3 
6975 TPLC 0.208 
8119 Christchurch 2/21/2011 
Pages Road Pumping 
Station 0.596 
8123 Christchurch Resthaven 0.371 
8161 Sierra 
Mexico El Mayor Cucapah 4/4/2010 
El Centro Array #12 0.406 
8606 Westside Elementary School 0.255 
1196 Taiwan Chi-Chi 9/20/1999 CHY024 0.282 1244 CHY101 0.34 
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1476 
Taiwan Chi-Chi 9/20/1999 
TCU029 0.198 
1477 TCU031 0.115 
1477 TCU031 0.125 
1480 TCU036 0.137 
1480 TCU036 0.125 
1481 TCU038 0.145 
1481 TCU038 0.144 
1482 TCU039 0.197 
1482 TCU039 0.139 
1483 TCU040 0.125 
1489 TCU049 0.244 
1491 TCU051 0.16 
1492 TCU052 0.358 
1492 TCU052 0.447 
1493 TCU053 0.135 
1496 TCU056 0.143 
1496 TCU056 0.156 
1498 TCU059 0.16 
1498 TCU059 0.165 
1502 TCU064 0.111 
1502 TCU064 0.116 
1505 TCU068 0.512 
1510 TCU075 0.332 
1515 TCU082 0.225 
1519 TCU087 0.122 
1528 TCU101 0.212 
1529 TCU102 0.304 
1529 TCU102 0.172 
1530 TCU103 0.129 
1531 TCU104 0.104 
1531 TCU104 0.089 
1548 TCU128 0.144 
1548 TCU128 0.167 
1148 
Turkey Kocaeli 8/17/1999 
Arcelik 0.21 
1148 Arcelik 0.134 
1161 Gebze 0.144 
1165 Izmit 0.23 
1176 Yarimca 0.227 
1176 Yarimca 0.322 
1602 Duzce 11/12/1999 Bolu 0.739 
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4065 
USA 
Parkfield-02 9/28/2004 
Parkfield - Eades 0.318 
4097 Slack Canyon 0.211 
4100 Parkfield - Cholame 2WA 0.624 
4115 Parkfielfd Fault Zone 12 0.276 
4126 Parkfield - Stone Corral 1E 0.683 
1004 
Northridge-01 1/17/1994 
Sepulveda VA Hospital 0.753 
1013 LA Dam 0.426 
1044 Newhall - Fire Station 0.583 
1045 Newhall - W Pico Canyon Rd. 0.419 
1063 
Northridge-01 1/17/1994 
Rinaldi Receiving Sta 0.874 
1084 Sylmar - Converter Sta 0.623 
982 Jensen Filter Plant Administrative Building 0.411 
1085 Sylmar - Converter Station East 0.853 
147 Coyote Lake 8/6/1979 Gilroy Array #2 0.191 150 Gilroy Array #6 0.422 
159 
Imperial Valley-06 10/15/1979 
Agrarias 0.287 
170 EC County Center FF 0.235 
171 El Centro - Meloland Geot. Array 0.317 
171 El Centro - Meloland Geot. Array 0.298 
173 El Centro Array #10 0.173 
173 El Centro Array #10 0.232 
178 El Centro Array #3 0.267 
179 El Centro Array #4 0.484 
180 El Centro Array #5 0.383 
181 El Centro Array #6 0.449 
185 Holtville Post Office 0.258 
451 Morgan Hill 4/24/1984 
Coyote Lake Dam - 
Southwest Abutment 0.713 
459 Gilroy Array #6 0.223 
569 San Salvador 10/10/1986 National Geographical Institute 0.404 
2114 Denali 11/3/2002 TAPS Pump Station #10 0.333 
879 Landers 6/28/1992 Lucerne 0.725 
316 Westmorland 4/26/1981 Parachute Test Site 0.232 
3744 Cape Mendocino 4/25/1992 Bunker Hill FAA 0.177 3744 Bunker Hill FAA 0.206 
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3746 
USA 
Cape Mendocino 4/25/1992 
Centerville Beach Naval 
Fac. 0.318 
828 Petrolia 0.591 
77 San Fernando 2/9/1971 Pacoima Dam (upper left abut) 1.219 
722 Superstition Hills-
02 11/24/1987 
Kornbloom Road (temp) 0.114 
722 Kornbloom Road (temp) 0.139 
723 Parachute Test Site 0.432 
767 Loma Prieta 10/18/1989 Gilroy Array #3 0.559 803 Saratoga - W Valley Coll. 0.257 
900 Landers 6/28/1992 Yermo Fire Station 0.245 
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Appendix C: EFFECT OF THE HOME SIZE ON THE 
VULNERABILITY 
 
a) Damage state 1 
 
b) Damage state 2 
 
c) Damage state 3 
 
Figure C.1 Manufactured homes on 3 CMU blocks placed on soil (µs=0.3). 
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a) Damage state 1 
 
b) Damage state 2 
 
c) Damage state 3 
 
Figure C.2 Manufactured homes on 3 CMU blocks placed on wood (µs=0.62). 
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a) Damage state 1 
 
b) Damage state 2 
 
c) Damage state 3 
 
Figure C.3 Manufactured homes on 2 CMU blocks placed on soil (µs=0.3). 
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a) Damage state 1 
 
b) Damage state 2 
 
c) Damage state 3 
 
Figure C.4 Manufactured homes on 2 CMU blocks placed on wood (µs=0.62). 
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a) Damage state 1 
 
b) Damage state 2 
 
c) Damage state 3 
 
Figure C.5 Manufactured homes on 1 CMU block placed on soil (µs=0.3). 
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d) Damage state 1 
 
e) Damage state 2 
 
f) Damage state 3 
 
Figure C.6 Manufactured homes on 1 CMU block placed on wood (µs=0.62). 
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Appendix D: EFFECTS OF THE NUMBER OF BLOCKS ON THE 
VULNERABILITY 
 
a) Damage state 1 
 
b) Damage state 2 
 
c) Damage state 3 
 
Figure D.1 Short manufactured home with multiple CMU blocks placed on soil (µs=0.3). 
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a) Damage state 1 
 
b) Damage state 2 
 
c) Damage state 3 
 
Figure D.2 Long manufactured home with multiple CMU blocks placed on soil (µs=0.3). 
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a) Damage state 1 
 
b) Damage state 2 
 
c) Damage state 3 
 
Figure D.3 Long manufactured home with multiple CMU blocks placed on wood (µs=0.62). 
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a) Damage state 1 
 
b) Damage state 2 
 
c) Damage state 3 
 
Figure D.4 Short manufactured home with multiple CMU blocks placed on wood (µs=0.62). 
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Appendix E: EFFECT OF THE MATERIAL BELOW THE 
FOUNDATION ON THE VULNERABILITY 
 
 
a) Damage state 1 
 
b) Damage state 2 
 
c) Damage state 3 
 
Figure E.1 Short manufactured home on 1 CMU block. 
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a) Damage state 1 
 
b) Damage state 2 
 
c) Damage state 3 
 
Figure E.2 Short manufactured home on 2 CMU blocks. 
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a) Damage state 1 
 
b) Damage state 2 
 
c) Damage state 3 
 
Figure E.3 Short manufactured home on 3 CMU blocks. 
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a) Damage state 1 
 
b) Damage state 2 
 
c) Damage state 3 
 
Figure E.4 Long manufactured home on 1 CMU block. 
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a) Damage state 1 
 
b) Damage state 2 
 
c) Damage state 3 
 
Figure E.5 Long manufactured home on 2 CMU blocks. 
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a) Damage state 1 
 
b) Damage state 2 
 
c) Damage state 3 
 
Figure E.6 Long manufactured home on 3 CMU blocks. 
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